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Sierra HOME & GIFT

100% SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

If for any reason you would like to return your purchase,
just send it back for a refund or an exchange. After 6
months, your refund will be by merchandise credit.

Bright Collection from Versailles:

Infuse your breakfast nook with the summery colors
and natural texture of bamboo. See more from
Versailles online at SierraTradingPost.com

HOW WE CAN OFFER SAVINGS OF 35-70%

All quality manufacturers have great products they must
sell at extra-low prices for the reasons below. We simply
buy the best Closeouts, Overstock and 2nds from some of
the best manufacturers in the world and pass the savings
onto you.
On occasion we are unable to buy low enough to hit 35%—
actual savings are shown at the top of each product listing.
All items are clearly labeled as:
Closeouts ... may be last year’s model or color—
always ﬁrst quality.
Overstock ... inventory too high, had to be
drastically reduced—always ﬁrst quality.
2nds, Cosmetic Blems or Irregulars ...
these products contain slight irregularities or barely
perceptible blemishes—none of which will aﬀect the ﬁt,
performance or longevity of the item. Because Sierra
Trading Post is judicious about the quality of its seconds,
SMALL ﬂaws can mean BIG savings for customers interested
in value. Most seconds arrive with the item’s label clipped
or marked in some other way by the manufacturer.

cactus

orange

blue

LIMITED QUANTITIES - ORDER TODAY!

Due to limited quantities, not all products are available in
our Outlet Stores.

WE BELIEVE

Placemats
Floor Mat

orange

That our customers must be given the best possible service.
That we must keep our operating costs as low as possible—
to keep your savings as high as possible.
That our business ethics must be consistent with the faith
of the owners in Jesus Christ and His teachings.
We invite you to write our founder and president,
Keith Richardson, if what we do does not match what we
believe… WE WILL MAKE IT RIGHT!
SIERRA TRADING POST® and SIERRA HOME & GIFT® are registered
trademarks and service marks of Sierra Trading Post, Inc. All other brand
names and product trademarks referenced in this catalog are trademarks
of their respective owners. Copyright© 2011 by Sierra Trading Post, Inc.
All rights reserved.
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blue

fuchsia

SAVE $5.04+ (41%+)

VERSAILLES Bamboo Brights Home Décor

Featuring a natural bamboo design, these items are ideal
for your home’s décor. Polypropylene trim. Polyester
backing. Spot clean. Closeouts. China.
Floor Mat and Placemats
Color: (01)blue, (03)orange, (05)fuchsia, (06)cactus
Rectangular Floor Mat has non-slip backing. 24x36” ea.
#3811J
Floor Mat
Reg. $14.99
$7.95
Placemats - Set of 4 are highly durable. 11x17” ea.
#3811H
Placemats (4)
Reg. $11.99
$6.95
Grommet Curtain Panels and Valance have grommet-style
tops, and ﬁt curtain rods up to ¾” in diameter.
Color: (01)blue, (02)orange, (04)fuchsia, (05)cactus
Single Panel 54x84” (WxL). Sold individually.
#3811K
Single Panel
Reg. $89.99
$49.95
24” Tier Set two panels, each 42x24” (WxL). Sold as a pair.
#3811N
24” Tier Set
Reg. $39.99
$22.95
36” Tier Set two panels, each 42x36” (WxL). Sold as a pair.
#3811M 36” Tier Set
Reg. $59.99
$34.95
Valance (view online). 72x12” (WxL). Sold individually.
#3811P
Valance
Reg. $24.99
$12.95
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A. - F. SAVE $5.25+ (25%)
SPIEGELAU of GERMANY Glass Collections

Grace your table with glasses from the Grandissimo,
Authentis Casual and Classic collections, made of sparkling,
lead-free crystal. Dishwasher safe. Overstock. Germany.
See Spiegelau story on pg. 7. Color: (02)clear
Grandissimo Collection Bar Glasses - Sets of 2
A. White Wine holds 15 ﬂ.oz. Ht. 9¼”.
#3754T White Wine (2)
Reg. $29.90
$22.25
B. Martini holds 8.75 ﬂ.oz. Ht. 6¾”.
#3754P Martini (2)
Reg. $29.90
$22.25
C. Champagne holds 11.5 ﬂ.oz. Ht. 9¾”.
#3754V Champagne (2)
Reg. $29.90
$22.25
Chardonnay (view online). Holds 26.5 ﬂ.oz. Ht. 9”.
#3754R Chardonnay (2)
Reg. $29.90
$22.25
Burgundy (view online). Holds 31 ﬂ.oz. Ht. 9¾”.
#3754U Burgundy (2)
Reg. $29.90
$22.25
Bordeaux (view online). Holds 28 ﬂ.oz. Ht. 10”.
#3754W Bordeaux (2)
Reg. $29.90
$22.25
Authentis Casual Stemless Bar Glasses - Sets of 4
D. Stemless Bordeaux holds 22 ﬂ.oz. Ht. 5”.
#3755G Stemless Bordeaux (4) Reg. $35.00
$26.25
Stemless White Wine (view online). Holds 14 ﬂ.oz. Ht. 43/8”.
#3755C Stemless White Wine (4) Reg. $35.00
$26.25
Stemless Red Wine (view online). Holds 16 ﬂ.oz.
Ht. 43/8”.
#3755D Stemless Red Wine (4) Reg. $35.00
$26.25
Stemless Burgundy (view online). Hold 22 ﬂ.oz. Ht. 4¾”.
#3755F Stemless Burgundy (4) Reg. $35.00
$26.25
Classic Bar Tumbler Glasses - Sets of 2
E. XL Tumbler holds 14 ﬂ.oz. Ht. 4¼”.
#3755H XL Tumbler (2)
Reg. $21.00
$15.75
F. Longdrink XL Tumbler holds 18 ﬂ.oz. Ht. 6½”.
#3755J
Longdrink (2)
Reg. $21.00
$15.75

G. H. SAVE $8.05+ (50%)
DALLA PIAZZA of SWITZERLAND Sets of 6
Cocktail Picks & Cocktail Stirrers Become the host

with the most by dressing up your drinks with these cocktail
picks and stirrers. Stainless steel. Dishwasher safe.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (99)see photo
G. Picks 5x1”.
#3727N
Picks (6)
Reg. $16.00
$7.95
H. Stirrers 7x1”.
#3727P
Stirrers (6)
Reg. $20.00
$9.95

SAVE $479.05 (47%)

TOTALLY BAMBOO Bar Cart Roll this bamboo bar cart out

into the center of your next party, and watch it entertain the room!
The top, 1½” block is a butcher-style cutting surface with a juice
channel. The utility drawer is on easy-glide sliders above a hanging
stemware rack. Two stainless steel towel racks and four spice and
accessory shelves line the outer edges. Wine cubby holds up to 18 of
your favorite bottles. Heavy-duty locking caster wheels move with
ease. 27x27x19½”. 104 lb. Closeouts. China. Must ship UPS Ground
within the 48 contiguous U.S. An additional $40.00 shipping fee will
be charged due to the item’s size/weight.
Color: (01)Carmel
#3736R
Reg. $999.00 $519.95
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Why teak wood?

As beautiful as it is robust, tropical teak wood
is uniquely suited to outdoor furniture because
it’s naturally resistant to moisture, rot, shrinking,
splintering, fungus and insects. All teak produced
for Three Birds Casual is plantation grown to
protect old-growth forests and is hand-ﬁnished to
a smooth polish.

SAVE $285.05 (31%)

THREE BIRDS CASUAL Teak Adirondack Chair
and Footstool What’s more welcoming than an

SAVE $115.05 (33%)

adirondack chair, complete with a footstool? Solid teak
wood construction with gold-tone hardware. Chair
38x29x37”, 34 lb. Footstool 15x24x25”, 14 lb. Closeouts.
Indonesia. Call or see website for dimensions and additional
features. Must ship UPS Ground within the 48 contiguous
U.S. only. An additional $25.00 shipping fee will be
charged due to the item’s size/weight.
Color: (01)natural
#2590C
Reg. $910.00
$624.95 ea.

THREE BIRDS CASUAL Premium Teak
Flower Box A stunning, solid teak accessory for decks,

patios, or any outdoor space, this ﬂower box surrounds
colorful blooms with the natural ﬁnish of teak wood.
20x18x18” (HxWxD). 20 lb. Closeouts. Indonesia. Must ship
UPS Ground within the 48 contiguous U.S. only.
Color: (02)natural
#3319U
Reg. $340.00 $224.95

SAVE $25.04 (41%)

IMPORTS UNLIMITED Printed Coir Entry Mat In patterns that complement a

more formal, double-door entry, this 18x47” printed coir mat has a bristly surface well suited
to trapping dirt and moisture from shoes. Closeouts. India.
Color: (06)green ticking stripes, (07)red ticking stripes, (08)mavelot, (09)single ﬂeur di lys,
(10)scroll inlaid
#3612D
Reg. $59.99
$34.95
07

09

08

SAVE $90.05 (50%)

SAGAFORM Service for 4 Picnic Box Make your

dream of enjoying serene picnics by babbling brooks and
quiet lakes a reality. Set includes four wine glasses, plates,
knives, forks and spoons. One cutting board, combo bottle
opener, tablecloth and cooler bag. Two composite food
containers. Closeouts. China. Call or see website for
dimensions and additional features.
Color: (01)black, (02)green
#3839W Service for 4
Reg. $180.00
$89.95

4
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SAVE $7.04+ (35%+)

KALEEN PVC All-Weather Outdoor Rugs A great choice for your
deck or entryway, this rectangular outdoor rug has the rustic look of woven
straw, but is made from lasting, all-weather PVC. Skid-resistant PVC backing.
Bound edges are also PVC. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)natural/brown border (2x3’ and 5’x7’6’’ only),
(02)natural/green border
#3325C
2x3’
Reg. $19.99
$12.95
#3325A
2x6’
Reg. $39.99
$25.95
#3324Y
5’x7’6”
Reg. $124.99
$79.95

SAVE $70.05 (42%)

HOME BAZAAR Public Library Birdhouse

This handcrafted birdhouse is modeled after the Osage, Iowa Public
Library, which was constructed in 1910. Three nest boxes with
removable back walls, drainage and ventilation. 11¼x20x8”, 6 lb. 4 oz.
Exterior grade ply-board, polyresin details, pine shingles for the roof
and an outdoor, water-based, non-toxic paint. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)lt grey
#3835G
Reg. $165.00
$94.95

SAVE $70.05 (42%)

HOME BAZAAR Star Barn Birdhouse Inspired by

the iconic Star Barn in the heart of Pennsylvania Amish
Country, this birdhouse features star details and a river stone
foundation. Two nest boxes with removable back walls,
drainage and ventilation. 11¼x20x8”, 6 lb. 10 oz. Exterior
grade ply-board, polyresin details, pine shingles for the roof
and an outdoor, water-based, non-toxic paint.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)white
#3835H
Reg. $165.00
$94.95

SAVE $49.05 (40%)

HOME BAZAAR Classic Series Beach Haven Birdhouse

This wood birdhouse is inspired by architecture found on the New Jersey
shore and is perfect for small birds seeking a relaxing vacation spot. Includes
mounting bracket, non-toxic paint, and the back opens for easy cleaning.
10½x10½x10½”, 4 lb. 4 oz. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)lt blue
#3835J
Reg. $121.00
$71.95

A. B. SAVE $27.04+ (30%)
HUTCHINSON HOME Mission Cedar
Side Table and Chair Sturdy, rust-resistant construction

in a Mission style makes this cedar side table a convenient
and lovely addition to a garden, patio or deck. Some
assembly required. Cedar. Closeouts. China. Call or see
website for dimensions and additional features. Must ship
UPS Ground within the 48 contiguous U.S. only.
Color: (01)marine, (02)straw
A. Side Table holds up to 25 lb. per shelf. 18x167/8x167/8”.
10 lb. 6 oz.
#3853V
Side Table
Reg. $89.99
$62.95
B. Cedar Chair capacity is 250 lb. 36¼x34¾x28”. 22 lb.
An additional $15.00 shipping fee will be charged due to
the item’s size/weight.
#3853W Cedar Chair
Reg. $169.99 $118.95

B. (01)

A. (01)
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A.

B.

A. B. SAVE $615.05+ (32%)
THREE BIRDS CASUAL Ciera Wicker and Teak Furniture Patio seating

B.

at its ﬁnest, the Ciera collection is a stunning blend of tropical teak and all-weather
wicker—with deep seating cushions to pamper your guests. All materials (teak, synthetic
wicker and Sunbrella® cushions) are engineered to withstand wear on your deck, patio
or pool side. Closeouts. Indonesia, cushions USA. Call or see website for dimensions and
additional features. See Teak story on pg. 4. Must ship via truck within the 48
contiguous U.S. only.
Color: (01)ciera
A. Deep Seating Sectional Set includes left- and right-facing arm chairs, two armless
chairs, one corner chair, square coﬀee table, side table and antique beige cushions.
Four toss pillows. An additional $250.00 shipping fee will be charged due to the
item’s size and weight.
#3319J
Sectional
Reg. $8905.00 $5979.95
B. Deep Seating Arm Chair and Ottoman come as a set. An additional $150.00 shipping
fee will be charged due to the item’s size and weight.
#3319H
Arm Chair and Ottoman
Reg. $1915.00 $1299.95

SAVE $9.05 (45%)

LEIFHEIT Bolero Insulated Carafe The double-wall,

vacuum-glass interior of this carafe gives it extremely eﬃcient hot/cold
insulation for serving hot and cold drinks. Twist-oﬀ lid with push-button
operation. 1-liter capacity. Ht. 9¾”, diameter 5¾”. Composite and glass.
Hand wash. Closeouts. China. NOT dishwasher safe.
Color: (02)coﬀee, (03)frosted dk blue
#3820H
Reg. $20.00
$10.95

03
02

Find out when we get your favorite brands or products!
Sign up by clicking on any brand name logo or product category.
Scroll down to

MyUpdates
Enter your email, choose your favorites, and leave the rest to us!

SierraTradingPost.com
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A.

A. SAVE $56.05 (35%)
SPIEGELAU of GERMANY Set of 12
Glass Tumblers From the Vino Vino collection, the bulbous

shape of these stemless tumblers are elegant and durable
enough for everyday use and are extremely dishwasher safe.
Each hold 16 ﬂ.oz. Ht. 43/8”, diameter 3½”. Closeouts. Germany.
Color: (02)clear
#3754Y
Set of 12
Reg. $156.00
$99.95

Spiegelau glassware is famous for its lead-free
crystal, which is certiﬁed extremely dishwasher
safe, for no scratching, loss of brilliance, foggy
shadows, or build-up of chemicals or residue.

B. C. SAVE $10.05+ (40%)
SWISSMAR Decanter and Wine Chiller

Add elegance to any occasion with these outstanding serving
accessories. Hand wash. Closeouts.
B. Decanter has an angled pour spout and stainless steel ring.
Holds 750ml. Ht. 8¼”, diameter 6¾”. 1 lb. 5 oz. Glass. China.
Color: (02)glass
#2793W Decanter
Reg. $25.00
$14.95
C. Wine Chiller holds three bottles of wine and doubles as a
punch or salad bowl. Removable bottle holder. Ht. 7¾”,
diameter 14”. 2 lb. 10 oz. Stainless steel. Brazil.
Color: (01)stainless steel
#2793U
Wine Chiller
Reg. $100.00
$59.95

B.

C.

D. SAVE $12.05 (48%)
SAGAFORM Oak Nut Bowl with Game A built-in variation

of Chinese checkers turns this into more than a clever serving piece!
Includes instructions for game play. 7/8x95/8x95/8”. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)natural oak
#3839U
Reg. $25.00
$12.95

D.

SAVE $1578.05 (33%)

THREE BIRDS CASUAL Victoria Premium Teak Deep
Seating 9-Piece Ensemble Natural-ﬁnished teak wood coordinates
beautifully with the fern green cushions of this deep seating ensemble—
an inviting conversation area for your patio. Sunbrella® cushion fabric is
colorfast and highly resistant to water, mildew and stains. Set includes
settee, arm chair, ottoman, coﬀee table, tall side table and four toss
pillows. Closeouts. Indonesia, cushions USA. Call or see website for
complete list of dimensions. See Teak story on pg. 4. Must ship via truck
within the 48 contiguous U.S. only. An additional $250.00 shipping fee
will be charged due to the item’s size and weight.
Color: (01)natural/fern green
#3319N
9-Piece Ensemble
Reg. $4778.00 $3199.95

the
On r!
e
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SAVE $3246.05 (32%)

THREE BIRDS CASUAL 13-Piece Premium Teak Dining Set
with Rectangle Extension Table A beautiful backdrop for gourmet

picnics, this 13-piece teak dining set is elegantly simple in its design. Side
and arm chairs are designed with comfortably contoured seats and
extended backs with lumbar support. Set includes one table with leaf
extensions, ten chairs and two side arm chairs. Closeouts. Indonesia. Call or
see website for dimensions and additional features. See Teak story on pg. 4.
Must ship via truck within the 48 contiguous U.S. only. An additional
$250.00 shipping fee will be charged due to the item’s size and weight.
Color: (02)natural
#3319K
13-Piece
Reg. $9946.00
$6699.95

Table Leaf

A.

03

B.

A. B. SAVE $4.04+ (40%+)
KANE HOME Stainless Steel Flatware and
Hostess Set The slight curve to each handle ﬁts in your

hand and is made of stainless steel for everyday use.
Dishwasher safe. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)stainless
A. Hostess Set - 5-Piece includes a slotted spoon, large fork,
spread knife, large spoon and small spoon.
#3860G
Hostess Set (5)
Reg. $9.99
$5.95
B. Flatware - 16-Piece service for four includes forks, knives,
large spoons and small spoons.
#3860H
Flatware (16)
Reg. $19.99
$10.95
01

SAVE $5.04+ (42%+)

KANE HOME Stoneware Dishes Clean lines and a

simple style characterize these matte stoneware dishes.
Dishwasher safe. Closeouts. China. Call or see website for
dimensions and additional features.
Color: (03)chocolate, (04)olive
Side Plates - Set of 4 diameter 77/8”, 13.7 oz. ea.
#3860M Side Plates (4)
Reg. $11.99
$6.95
#3860N
13-Piece Dinnerware Reg. $39.99
$21.95

SAVE $270.04+ (35%+)

COLONIAL MILLS Sunbrella® Indoor/Outdoor Rug With top-notch

durability, stain resistance and rich colors, the Sunbrella® indoor-outdoor rug can
beautifully accentuate any room in or out of the house. Rectangular. Sunbrella® acrylic.
Spot clean. Closeouts. USA. Must ship UPS Ground within the 48 contiguous U.S. only.
Color: (01)pumpkin, (02)basil, (03)ebony, (04)feldspar, (05)garnet
6x9’, 8x10’ and 9x12’ An additional $40.00 shipping fee will be charged due to the
item’s size/weight.
#3687P
5x7’
Reg. $749.99 $479.95
#3687N
6x9’
Reg. $999.99 $649.95
#3687M 8x10’
Reg. $1499.99 $974.95
#3687K
9x12’
Reg. $1999.99 $1299.95

02
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A. (04)

C. (04)

B. (03)

Mix &
Match!
A. B. C. D. SAVE $17.05+ (51%+)
SIGNATURE HOUSEWARES Farmers Market 4-Piece Kitchenware

D. (03)

Beautiful everyday kitchenware, this collection has subtle, raised patterns throughout.
Stoneware. Microwave and dishwasher safe. Closeouts. China. Call or see website for
dimensions and additional features.
Color: (03)ivory, (04)sage green
#3836T
A. Dinner Plates (4)
Reg. $35.00
$16.95
#3836R
B. Salad Plates (4)
Reg. $30.00
$12.95
#3836P
C. Bowls (4)
Reg. $30.00
$12.95
#3836N
D. 12 ﬂ.oz. Mugs (4)
Reg. $30.00
$12.95
02

SAVE $17.00+ (54%+)

VERMONT COUNTRY STORE Genuine Oilcloth
Tablecloth Unlike oilcloth of old, which cracked and

peeled with age, this genuine oilcloth has the weight and
drape of real cloth, but with a laminated vinyl ﬁnish that
wipes clean and looks great. Coated heavy-duty fabric won’t
crack, peel or stain. 65% polyester/cotton with vinyl
clearcoat. Closeouts. Canada.
Color: (02)blue gingham, (03)ﬂag, (04)ﬂoral
#3689K
54” Round
Reg. $29.95
$12.95
#3689P
52x52”
Reg. $29.95
$12.95
#3689N
52x70”
Reg. $39.95
$17.95
#3689M 52x90”
Reg. $49.95
$22.95

SAVE $4.00 (57%)

VERMONT COUNTRY STORE Genuine Oilcloth Wedge
Placemat This oilcloth placemat has the weight and drape of regular
07

cloth, but has a laminated vinyl ﬁnish that wipes clean and is stronger
than plastic. 20x14”. Polyester/cotton with vinyl clearcoat. Spot clean.
Closeouts. USA.
Color: (04)ﬂoral, (06)foliage, (07)fruit medley
#3689J
Reg. $6.95
$2.95

SAVE $1832.05 (33%)

THREE BIRDS CASUAL 7-Piece Premium Teak
Dining Set The natural teak in this 7-piece dining set has

an elegantly simple design. Plus, the chairs oﬀer
the convenience of being fully stackable! Oval table is
29x38x72”. 80 lb. Closeouts. Indonesia. Call or see website
for dimensions and additional features. See Teak story on
pg. 4. Must ship via truck within the 48 contiguous U.S.
only. An additional $200.00 shipping fee will be charged
due to the item’s size and weight.
Color: (02)natural
#3319M 7-Piece
Reg. $5432.00 $3599.95

1.800.713.4534 | Outdoor Patio
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B. (02)

A. (01)
C. (01)

D. (02)
F.

F.
E. (02)

A. B. C. D. E. SAVE $34.05+ (51%+)
SIGNATURE HOUSEWARES Sets of 6 Sorrento
Kitchenware An understated, raised-leaf design gives each of these

kitchenware sets a hint of texture. Chip-resistant, lead-free stoneware.
Microwave and dishwasher safe. Closeouts. China.
C. Utility Bowls Ht. 35/8”, diameter 6¼”. 1 lb. 8 oz. ea.
Color: (01)beaujolais (except Mugs), (02)chocolate
#3836J
Utility Bowls (6)
Reg. $59.00
$24.95
A. Cereal Bowls Ht. 2”, diameter 7”. 1 lb. 1 oz. ea.
D. Salad Plates diameter 8¼”, 1 lb. 1 oz. ea.
#3836G
Cereal Bowls (6)
Reg. $59.00
$24.95
#3836K
Salad Plates (6)
Reg. $59.00
$24.95
B. Mugs each hold 14 ﬂ.oz. Ht. 4¾”, diameter 4”. 14.5 oz. ea.
E. Dinner Plates diameter 11½”. 2 lb. 6 oz. ea.
#3836H
Mugs (6)
Reg. $59.00
$24.95
#3836M Dinner Plates (6)
Reg. $72.00
$34.95

F. SAVE $63.05 (37%)
ZWILLING J.A. HENCKELS Ciao Bella 42-Piece Flatware Set The curvy nature of the handles in

this ﬂatware set from the Ciao Bella collection is a timeless mix of traditional and modern style. Produced from
high-quality 18/10 stainless steel that is corrosion and tarnish resistant. European-inﬂuenced designs create
timeless style in every piece of this service for eight. Heavy gauged for weight and balance with premium
forged blades on the knives. Dishwasher safe. Overstock. China. Call or see website for more dimensions and
details. Color: (99)see photo
#3840K
42-Piece
Reg. $168.00 $104.95

G.

G. SAVE $12.05 (48%)
SAGAFORM Mingle Walnut Lazy Susan A great

resting spot for any item shared by all at the table, this
handsome oak design has a smooth, spinning and non-slip cork
base. 7/8x10¼x10¼”. Walnut, composite and cork.
Closeouts. China. Color: (01)walnut
Closeouts
#3838W
Reg. $25.00
$12.95

H. I. SAVE $9.55+ (44%+)
REVOL of FRANCE Eclipse Square Bombay Dishes Like no other eclipse

you’ve ever seen, these dishes from the Eclipse Bombay collection are characterized
by modern shapes and clean lines. Dishwasher, microwave, oven and freezer
safe. Closeouts. France. See Revol porcelain story on pg. 14.
Color: (02)white
H. Plate 111/8x105/8”, 2 lb. 4 oz.
H.
#3702P
Plate
Reg. $49.95
$27.95
I. Plateau Square Tray 8x7½”, 1 lb.
#3702R
Tray
Reg. $39.95
$21.95
Small Rectangular Dish (view online). 13/8x55/8x25/8” (HxLxW), 5.3 oz.
#3703P
Dish
Reg. $20.50
$10.95

10
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02

A.

B. (01)

A. B. SAVE $25.05+ (45%+)
SIGNATURE HOUSEWARES Sorrento Stoneware Collection A raised leaf pattern surrounds

the sides of these pieces, adding a rich texture to the glossy ﬁnish. Durable, lead-free stoneware. Microwave
and dishwasher safe. Closeouts. China.
A. Canisters - Set of 3 store bulk cooking ingredients with a silicone seal to keep contents fresh.
Ht. (with lid) large 8½”, 4 lb. Medium 7¼”, 3 lb. 4 oz. Small 6¼”, 2 lb.
Color: (01)chocolate
#3836F
Canisters (3)
Reg. $55.00
$29.95
B. Bakers - Set of 2 is safe for use in the oven up to 500°F and pretty much anywhere that doesn’t apply direct
heat. 9x13” and 2½” deep. 7 lb. 4 oz. ea.
Color: (01)beaujolais, (02)chocolate
#3836D
Bakers (2)
Reg. $88.00
$39.95

SAVE
$20.05 (50%)

SAGAFORM Oak and Stoneware Serving Set

Bearing the sleek lines of Scandinavian design, this serving
set serves chips with three varieties of dip. Bowls ht. 2½”,
diameter 3¾” ea. Oak wood board ¾x12x8”. Closeouts. USA.
Color: (01)natural/white
#3839J
Reg. $40.00
$19.95

SAVE $21.05+ (50%+)

SAGAFORM Edge Spice Mill Grinds salt, pepper and

herbs. CrushGrind® ceramic adjustment wheel for ﬁneness
or coarseness of your grind. Lacquered wood with
aluminum handle. Hand wash. Closeouts. USA.
NOT dishwasher safe.
Color: (01)black, (02)red
#3838Y
Small - Ht. 7¾”
Reg. $40.00
$18.95
#3839A
Medium - Ht. 11½”
Reg. $50.00
$24.95
#3839C
Large - Ht. 173⁄8”
Reg. $60.00
$29.95

SAVE
$15.05 (50%)

SAGAFORM Oak Oil and Vinegar/
Salt and Pepper Set It’s easy to see the Scandanvian

inluence in this oak and ceramic table set—a handy housing
for your oil, vinegar, salt and pepper. Overall dimensions
6½x8x5”. Hand wash. Closeouts. China. NOT dishwasher
safe.
Color: (01)natural/white
#3839H
Reg. $30.00
$14.95

Large (02)
Medium (01)

Small (02)

SAVE $65.05 (48%)

TOTALLY BAMBOO Two-Bowl
Prep Board Featuring an elegant parquet

and grainwood surface, this two-bowl prep
board lets you chop and dice, then scrape right
over into one of two 1¼” bowls of stainless
steel—a great time-saving gift for your favorite
chef. Made from extremely durable Moso
bamboo (16% harder than maple) in a
three-ply cross-laminate construction that
won’t dull knives. Naturally antimicrobial.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)Carmel
#3736T
Reg. $135.00
$69.95
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SAVE $12.05+ (44%+)

TAG Sequoia Stoneware As if each dish was lovingly

B.
C.

A.

crafted by hand, Sequoia stoneware has a wonderfully
rippled texture and irregular edges that impart irresistible
artistic appeal. Cactus-green surface (with bright white
reverse) has the striated look of hand-painted and scored
glazing. Microwave and dishwasher safe. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)lt green
Espresso Cups/Saucers - Set of 8
#3624C
Espresso (8)
Reg. $24.00
$11.95
Pasta Bowls - Set of 4
#3624D
Pasta Bowls (4)
Reg. $43.00
$19.95
Round Platters - Set of 2
#3624F
Round Platters (2)
Reg. $57.00
$24.95
Mugs - Set of 6
#3624G
Mugs (6)
Reg. $36.00
$19.95
Salad Plates - Set of 8
#3624H
Salad Plates (8)
Reg. $57.00
$27.95
Dinner Plates - Set of 8
#3624J
Dinner Plates (8)
Reg. $96.00
$44.95

A. B. C. SAVE $17.55+ (46%+)
TAG Sets of 4 Two-Tone Glasses These two-tone

glasses will glow all the more warmly in the presence of
candlelight.
Hand-blown glasses have ﬂuted bases. Hand wash.
Closeouts. China. NOT dishwasher safe.
Color: (01)clear/yellow
A. Champagne each hold 8 ﬂ.oz. Ht. 9½”, diameter 2”.
#3624P
Champagne (4)
Reg. $37.50
$19.95
B. Water Goblets each hold 24 ﬂ.oz. Ht. 77/8”,
diameter 3¾”.
#3624R
Goblets (4)
Reg. $52.50
$24.95
C. Wine Glasses each hold 14 ﬂ.oz. ht. 7”, diameter 35/8”.
#3624T
Wine Glasses (4)
Reg. $45.00
$19.95

SAVE $70.05 (35%)

ZWILLING J.A. HENCKELS Vintage 1876
45-Piece Flatware Set The Vintage 1876 collection

oﬀers a glimpse into the archives of this deeply-rooted
brand with one of the original scroll patterns fashioned on
each of the handles in commemoration. Produced from
high-quality 18/10 stainless steel that is corrosion and
tarnish resistant. European-inﬂuenced designs create
timeless style in every piece of this service for eight with a
ﬁve-piece hostess set. Heavy gauged for weight and balance
with premium forged blades on the knives. Dishwasher safe.
Overstock. China. Call or see website for more dimensions
and details.
Color: (99)see photo
#3840V
45-Piece
Reg. $200.00 $129.95

SAVE $9.00 (45%)

REVOL of FRANCE Grands Classiques Provence Shakers These shakers

Salt (01)

capture the timeless Mediterranean feel of Provence in culinary-grade porcelain.
Reﬁllable through the plastic stopper on the bottom. Ht. 3½”, diameter 1¾”.
Closeouts. France. See Revol porcelain story on pg. 14.
Color: (01)creamy white olives, (02)yellow olives
Pepper (02)
#3704C
Salt Shaker
Reg. $19.95
$10.95
#3704D
Pepper Shaker
Reg. $19.95
$10.95
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SAVE $63.05 (37%)

ZWILLING J.A. HENCKELS Provence 45-Piece
Flatware Set Flatware from the Provence collection is

timeless in both lasting durability and design because it’s
made of heavy-gauge 18/10 stainless steel and is ﬁnished
with high-gloss and frosted handles. European-inﬂuenced
designs create timeless style in every piece of this service
for eight with a ﬁve-piece hostess set. Heavy gauged for
weight and balance with premium forged blades on the
knives. Corrosion and tarnish resistant. Dishwasher safe.
Overstock. China. Call or see website for more dimensions
and details.
Color: (99)see photo
#3840U
45-Piece
Reg. $168.00 $104.95

SAVE $18.05 (45%)

TAG Montrose Multi-Tealight Candle Holder

A beautiful display of light for your mantle, sideboard or
table runner, this candle holder suspends six tealight votives
from an arched metal stand with an antique bronze ﬁnish.
Stand 21x2x3”. Votive ht. 2¼”, diameter 2”. Hand wash.
Closeouts. China. NOT dishwasher safe.
Color: (01)antique bronze
#3624U
Reg. $40.00
$21.95

SAVE $28.05 (42%)

TAG Set of 3 Earthenware Canisters These bright

SAVE $15.05 (50%)

white earthenware canisters are as uniquely diﬀerent as the
contents you pour inside. Each is a charming ﬂower-pot
shape with a distinctive trim at the top. Lids have a rubber
gasket seal to keep contents dry and clean. Small ht. 5½”,
medium ht. 65/8”, large ht. 75/8”. Hand wash.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (02)white
#3624V
Set of 3
Reg. $66.00
$37.95

TAG Set of 3 Woven Maize Baskets Whether you

ﬁll them with pine cones, plants, or just let their natural
woodsy texture enrich your décor, these baskets of woven
maize are a practical addition to any room. Small 4¼x 9½”,
medium 4¾x11¼”, large 6x12¾”. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)dk green
#3624N
Set of 3
Reg. $30.00
$14.95

01
04
03

SAVE $77.05 (58%)

TAG Catalina Jute Rug Jute ﬁbers create

a wonderfully organic texture accented by a
woven stripe in this 3x5’ rug. Perfect for your
entryway or other high-traﬃc areas.
Rubberized backing helps keep it in place.
Closeouts. India.
Color: (01)green, (03)black, (04)natural
#3624A
Reg. $132.00
$54.95
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Large

Small

SAVE $20.00+ (44%+)

REVOL of FRANCE Dody Square Glass Plates

Thick glass creates an entrancing, modern design for any
food you serve on these square glass plates. A textured
underside adds depth. Dishwasher and microwave safe.
Closeouts. Czech Republic.
Color: (01)glass
Small Plate 7x7”, 14 oz.
#3702F
Small Plate
Reg. $39.95
$19.95
Large Plate 7/8x121/8x121/8”. 2 lb. 10 oz.
#3702C
Large Plate
Reg. $71.95
$39.95

SAVE $56.86 (76%)

REVOL of FRANCE Bombay Double-Square
Tray The double-square tray does more than just honor

dessert with its clean lines, curvy handle and oﬀset square
design; it also solves the juggling dilemma for appetizers
and much more! 123/8x81/8x15/8”. Microwave, oven,
freezer and dishwasher safe. Closeouts. France.
Color: (02)white
#2537Y
Reg. $74.81
$17.95

All Revol of France Porcelain is ﬁred at high temperatures to produce a
non-porous, hygienic surface that won’t absorb fats, odors or bacteria. Chip
and shock resistant, the porcelain pieces are durable enough to use in the
oven, freezer, fridge and microwave. Their modern designs have clean lines
and most stack for compact storage.

Shop more Revol of France kitchenware online at SierraTradingPost.com.

Revol

SAVE $5.04 (25%)

SMITH’S Bamboo Knife Organizer

Made of renewable bamboo, this knife
organizer ﬁts most kitchen drawers and
accommodates six large knives, six small knives
and a sharpening steel. 16½x9x2”. 4 lb. 5 oz.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)bamboo
#3587U
Reg. $19.99
$14.95
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SAVE $52.05 (51%)

SAVE $28.00 (46%)

REVOL of FRANCE Grands Classiques
Porcelain Beef Dish Take your roast beef straight from
the oven to the table in this porcelain beef dish, featuring a
spout perfect for pouring the juices. Oven, microwave,
dishwasher and freezer safe. 4¼x133/8x5½”.
Closeouts. France. See Revol porcelain story on pg. 14.
Color: (02)white
#3703G
Reg. $59.95
$31.95

REVOL of FRANCE Set of 6 Dody Double
Mignardise Glass Plates Double up on your

mignardise bites with this elegant glass plate to ﬁnish your
formal meal. The textured bottom creates depth within the
modern design, and the top surface is smooth and easy to
clean. 5/8x67/8x31/8”, 6 oz. Microwave and dishwasher safe.
Closeouts. Czech Republic. See Revol porcelain story on
pg. 14. Color: (01)glass
#3701U
Set of 6
Reg. $102.00
$49.95

Medium

SAVE $4.05 (45%)

Small

SAVE $10.05+ (50%+)

TOTALLY BAMBOO Set of 2 Salad Servers

A great way to dish up a salad, these wedge servers are
shaped like paddles for a good grip on the greens.
Made from sustainable bamboo. 16x2½”. Hand wash.
Closeouts. China. Color: (01)Carmel
#3737A
Set of 2
Reg. $9.00
$4.95

SAGAFORM Salad Bowls with Lids Designs as

beautiful as they are useful, these glass salad bowls are
fashioned with high edges and come with fun, ﬂoralpatterned lids for storage and transport. Designed by
Stockholm-based designer Jon Eliason. Glass container with
composite lid. Hand wash. Closeouts. China.
NOT dishwasher safe.
Color: (01)clear
Small ht. 6”, diameter 63/8”. 1 lb. 12 oz.
#3838U
Small
Reg. $20.00
$9.95
Medium ht. 57/8”, diameter 9¾”. 2 lb. 14 oz.
#3838V
Medium
Reg. $45.00
$19.95

Large

Medium

SAVE $15.05 (37%)

Back

TOTALLY BAMBOO The Carver Cutting Board

Bring out the Thanksgiving-caliber turkeys, hams and
tenderloins! This robust cutting board lets you carve roasts
with minimal sliding, thanks to a center grooved surface,
which also captures juice runoﬀ. Made from extremely
durable Moso bamboo (16% harder than maple) in a
three-ply cross-laminate construction. Wood grain surface
with one smooth side. Naturally antimicrobial, won’t dull
knives. 23x15x1”. 9 lb. 4 oz. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)Carmel
#3736U
Reg. $40.00
$24.95

SAVE $11.04+ (40%+)

TOTALLY BAMBOO Ceramic Canisters

A wonderfully contemporary look for today’s updated
kitchen, these ceramic canisters have a sateen glaze ﬁnish
and solid bamboo lid and base. Air-tight silicone lid seal
keeps contents fresh. Hand wash. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)white
#3736X
Medium - Ht. 8”
Reg. $25.99
$14.95
#3736W Large - Ht. 9”
Reg. $29.99
$17.95
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SAVE $35.04
(41%)

BIALETTI Moka Sound 6-Cup
Espresso Maker Fill the base with

SAVE $39.54 (41%)

BIALETTI Panini Maker Turn your kitchen into a

gourmet bistro with this cast iron panini maker, which
allows you to grill both sides of sandwiches, veggies and
meat. Scratch-resistant Duratek® non-stick surface.
Ergonomically designed silicone handle is oven-safe up to
400°F. Grill 15/8x11¼x11”, press 9x9”. 1 lb. 6 oz. Press hand
wash, grill dishwasher safe. Closeouts. Italy.
Color: (01)see photo
#3811U
Reg. $94.49
$54.95

water, add coﬀee to the funnel ﬁlter,
place on your stove top and then wait
for the unmistakable melody to know
when your rich, Italian coﬀee is ready to sip! Forget those
one-shot espresso makers that are diﬃcult to clean and run,
the Moka makes six delicious 2 ﬂ.oz. cups so you can get a
good start on your day. Made of aluminum with a
composite handle and lid knob. The eight-sided maker heats
evenly to release enhanced ﬂavor and aroma. Ht. 8¾”,
diameter 41/8”. 1 lb. 6 oz. Hand wash. Closeouts. Italy.
NOT dishwasher safe. Color: (01)see photo
#3811T
Reg. $84.99
$49.95

Bottom View (02)

04

SAVE $17.05 (40%)

KUHN RIKON Deluxe Opener Set These ingenious

can and jar openers are safe, easy to use, and mess-free.
Sleek stainless steel design is easy on your hands. Can
opener leaves no sharp edges and keeps lids from dropping
into can. Jar opener removes caps ranging from 1 to 3½”.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (02)red, (03)black, (04)kiwi
#3789V
Reg. $42.00
$24.95

SAVE $15.05 (43%)

KUHN RIKON 4th Burner Stainless Steel Pot
with Steamer Basket Ingeniously sized to ﬁt on

smaller burners, this pot holds up to three quarts of water.
Three-piece set includes stainless steel pot, glass lid and
steamer basket insert. Silicone-coated handles stay cool to
the touch. Hand wash. Closeouts. China. NOT dishwasher
safe. Call or see website for complete list of dimensions.
Color: (01)stainless
#3789U
Reg. $35.00
$19.95

SAVE $460.05 (48%)

TOTALLY BAMBOO Kitchen Cart Now your spice rack, utility

drawer and chopping block can follow you around the kitchen like the
personal assistant you’ve always wanted! The cart sits on four
heavy-duty caster wheels that lock into place for mobility and stability.
Solid 1½” top is a butcher-block style cutting board with a juice
channel. Removable cutting board just above the utility drawer that
slides out on easy-glide rollers. Two stainless steel towel racks and four
spice racks on the outer edges. Dimensions 38½ x28x24½”.
Closeouts
Closeouts. China. Call or see website for more dimensions and details.
Must ship UPS Ground within the 48 contiguous U.S. An additional
$40.00 shipping fee will be charged due to the item’s size/weight.
Color: (01)Carmel
#3736P
Reg. $950.00
$489.95
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SAVE $86.04
(48%)

BIALETTI 14-Piece Cookware Set Stock your kitchen
with this 14-piece cookware set, and you’re ready to serve delicious meals thanks to the
included kitchen utensils and non-stick pots and pans. Set includes: Strainer, pasta spoon,
spatula, ladle, slotted spoon, spoon, dutch oven, 2qt and 3qt sauce pans, 8” and 10” saute
pans. Aluminum with non-stick surface, tempered glass lids, silicone handles, nylon tools.
Dishwasher safe. Closeouts. Turkey.
Color: (01)red
#3811R
14-Piece
Reg. $175.99
$89.95

SAVE $25.05 (41%)

BIALETTI 3-Cup Moka Express Gift Set Fill the

SAVE $13.04 (36%)

BIALETTI Crème Brûlée Set Mouth-watering crème

brûlée is easy with Bialetti’s ﬁve-piece crème brûlée set.
Bake the custard in four classic oval ramekins and
caramelize the sugar with the culinary blow torch. Dishes
are oven, microwave and dishwasher safe. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)see photo
#3811W
Reg. $35.99
$22.95

aluminum espresso maker’s base with water, put coﬀee in
the center funnel, screw it back together and place on your
stove top. In no time you’ll have three, two-ounce cups of
espresso to enjoy! The ceramic cups, saucers, tile coaster
and storage container are all printed with vintage
advertisements from this historic brand. Arrives in a tin gift
box perfect for storage. Maker is aluminum and composite.
Aluminum canister. Total weight 5 lb. 10 oz. Hand wash
espresso maker. Cups, saucers and tile are dishwasher safe.
Closeouts. Contents, Italy. Gift tin, China. Call or see website
for additional dimensions and features.
Color: (99)see photo
#3811V
Reg. $60.00
$34.95
05

03

SAVE $12.05 (40%)

02

KUHN RIKON Vase Grinder Expert cooks know that 80% of ﬂavor is
really aroma, and this vase grinder maximizes the aroma from spices and
seeds by grinding them fresh. Adjustment wheel moves easily from
extremely ﬁne to coarse. Grinding device sits on top, leaving no telltale
dust behind. Easy to grip. Ht. 5¾”, diameter 3½”. Hand wash.
Closeouts. China. NOT dishwasher safe.
Color: (02)red, (03)black, (05)buttercup yellow
#3789Y
Reg. $30.00
$17.95

Great Deals,
Great Prizes!

Sign up and be entered to win
our monthly gadget giveaway!

also receive
an instant
Scan this with your

smartphone to sign
up now!

off

on your order of $75 or more

Plus
• Monthly FREE SHIPPING offers!
• Huge TOP SECRET sales
• eCoupons for EXTRA DISCOUNTS
• EXCLUSIVE email deals

stp.me/emailwin
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SAVE $14.05 (35%)

SOEHNLE Plateau Kitchen Scale Make accurate, precise

measurements when putting together your favorite recipes with the Plateau
kitchen scale, made with ultra-modern electronics for maximum accuracy in
measuring grams, pounds and ounces. Large measuring capacity with small
increments. Large platform can hold a variety of containers. Easy-to-read
display. Requires three AAA batteries (included). 22 lb. capacity. Platform
diameter 7”. 17/8x9¼x9¼”. 1 lb. 6 oz. Composite. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)silver
#3819Y
Reg. $40.00
$25.95

SAVE $14.05 (35%)

SOEHNLE Vera Kitchen Scale Make precise measurements when

putting together your favorite recipes with the Vera kitchen scale, made
with ultra-modern electronics for maximum accuracy. Extra-large display
for easy reading. Requires one CR2430 lithium battery (included).
9 lb. 15 oz. capacity. Platform diameter 5¾”. 2¼x8¼x5¾”. 10.5 oz.
Composite. Closeouts. Lithuania.
Color: (01)white
#3819X
Reg. $40.00
$25.95

SAVE $21.05 (35%)

SOEHNLE Bretagne Kitchen Scale Your favorite grub measures up to your

expectations each time with the precise Brentagne kitchen scale. Its sleek design
looks fantastic on your counter top and its ultra-modern electronics ensure accuracy
in measuring grams, pounds and ounces. Measures a large capacity in small
increments. Big platform can hold a variety of containers. Easy-to-read display.
Can be used as a letter scale or a diet scale. Requires one CR2430 battery (included).
9 lb. capacity. Platform diameter 63/8”. 1¼x83/8x63/8”. 15 oz. 1 lb. Stainless steel,
composite. Closeouts. Germany.
Color: (01)stainless
#3819W
Reg. $60.00
$38.95

ap
Metal So dors!
O
s
e
v
o
Rem

SAVE $25.05 (41%)

SAGAFORM Edge Chef’s Knife and Metal Soap
Set Use the sturdy chef’s knife to chop up onions or garlic

for dinner, then run your hands over the metal soap under
cold, running water to remove odors from hands.
Three-piece set includes storage box, metal soap and chef’s
knife. Steel; aluminum box. Hand wash. Closeouts. Taiwan.
NOT dishwasher safe. Call or see website for complete list of
weights and dimensions.
Color: (01)steel
#3839D
Reg. $60.00
$34.95

SAVE $18.05 (45%)

WÜSTHOF 4-Piece Colorful Paring Set

Peeling, mincing, dicing and the rest of prep is made easier
with this colorful paring set, made with high-carbon
stainless steel blades and ergonomic polypropylene
handles. Set of four includes a serrated utility knife, ﬂat-cut
paring knife, bird’s beak paring knife, and a green peeler.
Closeouts. Germany. Color: (01)see photo
#3655H
4-Piece
Reg. $40.00
$21.95

SAVE $14.05 (46%)

LEIFHEIT Counter Top Paper Towel Holder This paper towel holder

rests upright on your counter top and features a stable base for easy one-hand
operation. Fits all types of kitchen rolls. Tension rod keeps towels in place. Ht. 14¼”,
diameter 6½”. 2 lb. 6 oz. Composite. Hand wash. Closeouts. China.
NOT dishwasher safe.
Color: (01)white
#3820M
Reg. $30.00
$15.95
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A. B. C. SAVE $2.50+ (50%+)
SAGAFORM Kitchen Helpers Woven of durable,

washable cotton twill in subdued patterns, these kitchen
helpers are ready to be your clothes- and hand-saving
companions. Cotton. Closeouts. India.
Color: (02)dk grey, (03)khaki,
(04)black/white stripe (except Pot Holder),
(05)denim (Apron only)
A. Pot Holder 11x8”.
#3839M Pot Holder
Reg. $5.00
$2.50
B. Oven Mitt 11x5½”.
#3839N
Oven Mitt
Reg. $8.00
$3.95
C. Chef’s Apron 32x28½”.
#3839P
Chef’s Apron
Reg. $20.00
$8.95

A. (02)
C. (04)

A. (03)

B. (04)

SAVE
$20.05
(50%)

SAGAFORM Crossover Service for 2 Picnic Set

Share a meal in the park with this picnic set. It comes with
everything you need, plus a durable carry bag for easy
transport. Service for two includes two each of wine
glasses, plates, knives, forks and spoons, plus a combination
corkscrew- and knife-bottle opener. Backpack ﬁts most
torsos. 15x11x8½”. 1400 cu.in. 2 lb. 7 oz. Polyester.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (03)black
#3839Y
Service for 2
Reg. $40.00
$19.95

SAVE $40.05 (50%)

SAGAFORM Large Service for 4 Picnic
Backpack You bring the grub and this picnic backpack

provides everything else you’ll need for a classy outdoor
meal. Cooler compartment for wine bottle. Two detachable
insulated pouches. Service for four includes four each of
wine glasses, plates, knives, forks and spoons, plus a
combination corkscrew- and knife-bottle opener. Backpack
ﬁts most torsos. 15x11x8½”. 1400 cu.in. Polyester.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)black
#3839X
Service for 4
Reg. $80.00
$39.95

SAVE $23.05 (57%)

SAGAFORM Mini Grill with Cool Bag This handy
mini grill and cooler bag combo puts two outdoor-fun
essentials into one package! Grill open 9x10¼”, closed
5x10¼”. 2 lb. Stainless steel grate with steel barbecue pan.
Cool bag has detachable shoulder strap. 17½x12”. 848 cu.in.
1 lb. 3 oz. Polyester. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)green
#3839V
Reg. $40.00
$16.95

SAVE $10.05
(50%)

SAGAFORM Aluminum
Hamburger Press Create the perfect

burger every time! Sturdy aluminum
with an easy-grip rubber knob. Ht. 31/8”,
diameter 4½”. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)black
#3838X
Reg. $20.00

$9.95
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Accessorize

your kitchen like a pro!

A.

05

04

Back View (02)

SAVE $12.00 (44%)

McGOWAN MANUFACTURING Tuftop Glass
Round Cutting Board Prepare your favorite meals with

the Tuftop glass cutting board. It comes in a variety of cute
design patterns. Rubber feet help keep the cutting board in
place. Diameter 11¾”, 1 lb. 10 oz. Hand wash.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (02)crystal clear, (04)white, (05)strawberries
#3842F
Reg. $26.95
$14.95

B.

A. B. SAVE $5.05 (42%)
DALLA PIAZZA of SWITZERLAND William Tell
Kitchen Tools Crafted of pristine forged steel that looks

as good as it performs, these handy kitchen tools make prep
a little easier. Dishwasher safe. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)stainless steel
A. Y Shaped Peeler 7¼x3”.
#3727H
Y Shaped Peeler
Reg. $12.00
$6.95
B. Melon Baller 77/8x7/8”, scoop 1”.
#3727J
Melon Baller
Reg. $12.00
$6.95

08
02

12

13

SAVE $6.05 (40%)

SWISSMAR Cheese Grater Designed for eﬃciency

SAVE $10.05 (50%)

KUHN RIKON Auto Master Lidlifter

The self-attaching design of this lidlifter makes opening
cans a cinch. 8¾x2½x2½”. 6.7 oz. Composite and steel.
Closeouts. China. NOT dishwasher safe.
Color: (02)green, (08)blue, (12)lilac, (13)turquoise
#2269V
Reg. $20.00
$9.95

and ease of use, this rotary cheese grater comes with three
interchangeable grating discs and is dishwasher safe.
Includes ﬁne and medium grate disks as well as a shaving
disk. Includes two additional collection cups. Grater ht. 65/8”,
diameter 3½”. Cup ht. 4”, diameter 33/8”. Composite and
stainless steel. Dishwasher safe. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)white
#2793V
Reg. $15.00
$8.95

Invite Friends, Get $10.
Visit SierraTradingPost.com/Give10Get10
and invite your friends to shop with us!
We’ll give them a $10 coupon, and you’ll get a $10 eDeals Card
for every friend that makes a first-time purchase!
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SAVE $6.05 (50%)

DALLA PIAZZA of SWITZERLAND Nuscup Adjustable
Measuring Cup Like having an entire set of measuring spoons, all in one

03

handy device! Virtually unbreakable and stain-resistant design measures 1/8 to
½ cups, 2-9 tablespoons or 30-140 ml. 7x2¼x27/8”. Magnet on back for attaching
to the fridge. Composite. Comes apart easily and is dishwasher safe.
Closeouts. China. Color: (01)apricot, (03)green, (04)blue
#2793P
Reg. $12.00
$5.95

04

01

SAVE $25.05 (45%)

LEIFHEIT Penguin Insulated Carafe This carafe is

insulated to keep beverages cold or hot, and has a sleek
design that looks fantastic on the counter top. Twist-oﬀ lid
with push-button operation. Double walled vacuum-glass
interior gives extremely eﬃcient hot/cold insulation.
Holds 1.5L. Ht. 101/8”, diameter 53/8”. Stainless steel and
a white enamel ﬁnish. Hand wash. Closeouts. China.
NOT dishwasher safe.
Color: (01)stainless/white
#3820G
Reg. $55.00
$29.95
A.

SAVE ($9.05)
(45%)

LEIFHEIT Comfortline Hand Mill Cheese Grater

Hand mill cheese grater features three diﬀerent inserts for
ﬁne, coarse and crown grating. Space saving storage inside
lid for graters. Suitable for left- and right-handed users.
Ht. 65/8”, diameter 2¾”. Stainless steel and composite.
Dishwasher safe. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)white
#3820N
Reg. $20.00
$10.95
C.

B.

D.

E.

A. - E. SAVE $7.05 (47%)
LEIFHEIT All-Purpose Micro Cut Slicers and Graters Crafted of stainless steel and sturdy

composite, these micro cut slicers and graters are perfect for slicing and grating hard cheeses, fruits,
vegetables and much more. 10¾x4½x1”. 5.5 oz. Dishwasher safe. Closeouts. China.
Color: (02)black/stainless
#3820V
A. Slicer
Reg. $15.00
$7.95
#3820W
B. Slicer & Grater
Reg. $15.00
$7.95
#3820T
C. Fine Grater
Reg. $15.00
$7.95
#3820R
D. Medium Grater
Reg. $15.00
$7.95
#3820U
E. Coarse Grater
Reg. $15.00
$7.95
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SAVE $151.05 (35%)

WÜSTHOF Gourmet 12-Piece Knife Block Set
• Full tang with riveted POM handles
• Set includes a wood block, sharpening steel,
kitchen shears, four steak knives, two paring blades,
a bread knife, cook’s knife and utility knife
Color: (99)see photo
#3103F
12-Piece
Reg. $421.00 $269.95

SAVE $237.05 (37%)

WÜSTHOF Classic 8-Piece Knife Block Set
• Full tang with riveted POM handles
• Set includes a cook’s knife, bread knife, sandwich
knife, utility knife, paring knife, sharpener, scissors
and wood block
Color: (99)see photo
#2752J 8-Piece Reg. $637.00
$399.95

Since 1814, Wüsthof knives have furnished
commercial chefs and home enthusiasts with the
ﬁnest Solingen-steel cutlery. Wüsthof knives are
made in forged and laser-cut models, both seen on
this page bearing the famous Trident logo–Wüsthof’s
symbol of form, function and uncompromising
quality. Only high-carbon stainless steel is used
for long-lasting durability. All handles are made of
synthetic polypropylene for high-heat and highimpact resistance. Most are dishwasher safe, but
hand washing is recommended for all Wüsthof
products. Overstock. Germany. U.S. shipments only;
cannot ship to New York State. Call or see website for
a complete list of dimensions.

SAVE $117.05 (35%)

WÜSTHOF Classic Cooks 3-Piece Knife Set

SAVE $60.05 (35%)

• Full tang with riveted POM handles
• Set includes a chef’s knife, utility knife, and a paring knife
Color: (99)see photo
#2752D
3-Piece Reg. $332.00
$214.95

WÜSTHOF 7-Piece Gourmet Steak Knife
Block Set
• Full tang with riveted POM handles
• Set includes six steak knives and a wood block
Color: (99)see photo
#2752F
7-Piece
Reg. $170.00 $109.95

Knife Disclaimer: When you order or purchase a knife

from Sierra Trading Post, you represent by your actions as
a condition of purchase that you are of legal age, and that the
knife can be legally purchased and possessed by you under
your applicable Local, City, County, State and Federal Laws.
U.S. shipments only; cannot ship to New York state.

SAVE $75.05
(53%)

SAVE $24.05 (49%)

WÜSTHOF 2-Piece Gourmet Paring Knife
and Shears Set Forged from single pieces of steel,

this set includes two essential tools for peeling, cutting
herbs and more. Scissors come apart for easy cleaning.
Paring knife 31/8” blade, 7” overall length. Shears 9” overall
length. Stainless steel with composite handles.
Overstock. Germany.
Color: (99)see photo
#2751W 2-Piece
Reg. $49.00
$24.95
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WÜSTHOF 6-Piece
Kitchen Helper Set Helper includes

a bamboo cutting board with slip-resistant rubber feet, a
two-stage, handheld sharpener, scissors that come apart for
sanitizing, a utility knife with a straight, sharp edge,
Gourmet spreader with a serrated and smooth edge, and a
Silverpoint vegetable/fruit peeler. Hand wash cutting board
and sharpener. Closeouts. Germany.
Color: (01)see photo
#3655J
6-Piece
Reg. $140.00
$64.95
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Knife I.Q.

Laser-Cut

Construction is the most value-driven.
Each blade is cut using state-of-the-art laser technology from a single piece of stainless steel.

Forged

Knives are the toughest of the construction styles because they are precision-forged by hand.
These knives can last a lifetime and are easy to resharpen.

Stamped

Knives are literally stamped from one piece of stainless steel, then hand-honed for extreme sharpness.

A.
B.
C.

A. B. C. SAVE $101.05+ (35%+)
ZWILLING J.A. HENCKELS Twin Signature
Knife Sets Put your personal signature on your culinary

creations with these knife sets. Made with Europeaninﬂuenced designs. Ergonomic, riveted POM handles.
Full-tang, FRIODUR® ice-sharpened blades retain their
sharpness longer. Overstock. Germany. See knife disclaimer
on pg. 22. Call or see website for complete list of
dimensions.
Color: (99)see photo
A. 7-Piece Knife Block Set includes a wooden storage block,
sharpening steel, a curved peeling knife, paring knife,
serrated utility knife, hollow-edge chef’s knife and kitchen
shears.
#3841G
7-Piece
Reg. $276.00 $174.95

B. 11-Piece Knife Block Set includes a wooden storage
block, sharpening steel, curved peeling knife, paring knife,
steak knife, serrated utility knife, santoku hollow-edge knife,
two chef’s knives, bread knife and kitchen shears.
#3841F
11-Piece
Reg. $486.00 $309.95
C. 19-Piece Block Set includes a wooden storage block,
sharpening steel, an 8-piece steak knife set, curved peeling
knife, paring knife, vegetable utility knife, serrated utility
knife, santoku hollow-edge knife, two chef’s knives and
kitchen shears.
#3841D
19-Piece
Reg. $696.00 $449.95

Henckels

Zwilling J.A. Henckels was established in 1731, and since then has continued a tradition of
being well ahead of their time by making their knives stronger, sharper, more corrosion
resistant and ergonomic. In 1895, J.A. Henckels International was created as a separate
value brand of Zwilling J.A. Henckels. We hope you enjoy each of these ﬁne brands!

SAVE $68.05 (35%)

SAVE $42.05 (35%)

J.A. HENCKELS INTERNATIONAL
Classic 4-Piece Forged Steak Set

J.A. HENCKELS INTERNATIONAL
Classic 2-Piece Asian Knife Set

• Full tang with riveted POM handles
• Set includes four steak knives
Overstock. Spain. See knife disclaimer on pg. 22.
Color: (99)see photo
#3840Y
4-Piece
Reg. $192.00

• Full tang with riveted POM handles
• Set includes a paring knife and a santoku knife
Overstock. Spain. See knife disclaimer on pg. 22.
Color: (99)see photo
#3841A
2-Piece
Reg. $119.00

$123.95

$76.95
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SAVE $6.00+ (37%+)

COMMONWEALTH HOME FASHIONS
Weathermate Insulated Valance and Curtains

Keep your house cooler in summer, warmer in winter, and
darker and less noisy year-round! White acrylic backing
deﬂects light and insulates to reduce energy usage. Tab top.
Washable cotton. Overstock fabric. Pakistan.
Color: (01)natural, (02)chocolate, (04)sage,
(06)blue (except 95”)
Regular Valance 40x15” (WxL). Sold separately.
#2750A
Valance
Reg. $14.95
$8.95
Curtains two panels, each 40” wide (except 80x84”).
See length below. Sold as a pair.
#2749U
54”
Reg. $44.95
$27.95
#2749T
63”
Reg. $49.95
$30.95

24

06

#2749V
72”
Reg. $54.95
#2749W 84”
Reg. $59.95
#2749X
95”
Reg. $69.95
80x84” two panels, each 80x84” (WxL).
#2749Y
80x84”
Reg. $129.95

$33.95
$36.95
$41.95
$74.95
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Having trouble ﬁnding the perfect match or just the right style?
Shop more than 80 window treatments online @

SierraTradingPost.com

SAVE $8.00+ (40%+)

COMMONWEALTH HOME FASHIONS Weathermate Insulated
Striped Valance and Curtains Reduce the amount of energy released from your home
with insulated curtains. A modern stripe provides elegance and a pop of color to your living
space. White acrylic backing blocks light. Cotton. Washable. Overstock fabric. Pakistan.
Color: (01)terracotta, (02)blue, (03)sage
Tab-Top Valance 40x15” (WxL). Sold separately.
#2751M Valance
Reg. $19.95
$11.95 ea.
Curtains two panels, each 40” wide. See length below. Sold as a pair.
#2751H
63”
Reg. $54.95
$31.95 pr.
#2751J
72”
Reg. $59.95
$34.95 pr.
#2751K
84”
Reg. $64.95
$38.95 pr.

03

02

01
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SAVE $7.00+ (35%+)

COMMONWEALTH HOME FASHIONS Weathermate Grommet-Top Insulated Valance
and Panels Who knew just hanging a new set of curtains could lower your energy bill and quiet down a noisy

neighborhood? Soft cotton with white acrylic backing deﬂects light and insulates. Easy to install. Overstock fabric. Pakistan.
Colors and sizes are limited. Call or see website for availability.
Color: (01)natural, (02)chocolate, (03)khaki, (09)navy
Valance 40x15” (WxL). Sold separately.
#2751G Valance
Reg. $19.95
$12.95 ea.
Panels two panels, each 40” wide (except 80x84”). See length below. Sold as a pair.
#2750X 54” Panels
Reg. $49.95
$31.95 pr.
#2750Y 63” Panels
Reg. $54.95
$34.95 pr.
#2751A 72” Panels
Reg. $64.95
$41.95 pr.
#2751C 84” Panels
Reg. $69.95
$44.95 pr.
#2751D 95” Panels
Reg. $79.95
$49.95 pr.
#2751F 80x84” Panels
Reg. $139.95
$87.95 pr.
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SAVE $12.04+ (40%)

VERSAILLES Bamboo Roman Shade Woven bamboo

brings a natural feeling of calm to a living room, bedroom,
dining room or enclosed porch. Attached 6” valance. Dust or
vacuum clean. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)fruitwood, (02)willow, (03)antique white, (04)black
#91938
30x72” (WxL)
Reg. $29.99
$17.95
#91937
36x72” (WxL)
Reg. $34.99
$20.95
#2348Y
48x72” (WxL)
Reg. $39.99
$23.95
#91934
60x72” (WxL)
Reg. $49.99
$29.95

02

04

02

03

01
03

04

SAVE $19.05+ (45%+)

VERSAILLES Pine Shelf with Plate Groove
and Brackets Display your knickknacks and collections for all

05

06

to see atop a sturdy pine wood shelf with built-in plate groove.
Scrolling brackets are intended to hold a curtain rod (rod not
included on 54” and 78”). Can easily be stained or painted to
match your décor. Screws are included for simple installation and
assembly. Closeouts. China.
Color: (02)colonial, (03)wheat, (04)antique white,
(05)red maple, (06)espresso
36” shelf 36x5” (LxW). Bracket 4½x4½x1¾” (LxWxD).
#3654A
36”
Reg. $39.00
$19.95
48” shelf 48x5” (LxW). Bracket 4x4x1¾” (LxWxD).
#3653Y
48”
Reg. $49.00
$26.95
54” and 78” bracket 6x6x1¾”. Rod not included.
#3653X
54” shelf 54x6½” (LxW) Reg. $59.00
$31.95
#3653W 78” shelf 78x6½” (LxW) Reg. $79.00
$42.95

SAVE $25.04+ (40%+)

COLONIAL MILLS Reversible Thimbleberries
Braided Floor Runner and Rugs Thimbleberries

fabric delivers hearty helpings of handmade charm. Fabrics
are tied together in ﬂat, chunky braids and reverse for twice
the wear. Polyester/cotton. Spot clean.
Overstock fabric. USA. 8x10’ rugs Must ship UPS Ground
within the 48 contiguous U.S. only.
Floor Runner, 8x10’ and 6x9’ Rugs
Color: (01)walnut birch (except 8x10’), (02)Yukon sky,
(03)brookside mist
#2660U
Floor Runner 2x8’
Reg. $219.99 $129.95
#1757V
8x10’ Rug
Reg. $749.99 $449.95
#1757X
6x9’ Rug
Reg. $499.99 $299.95

03

01

8x10’ and 22x34” Rugs Color: (02)Yukon sky
#1757Y
8x10’ Rug
Reg. $199.99
#1758A
22x34” Rug
Reg. $59.99
5x7’ Oval Rug Color: (41)Yukon sky
#1841D
5x7’ Oval Rug
Reg. $419.99

$119.95
$34.95
$229.95

02
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B. (01)

A.

02

C. (05)

02

04

03

10-Pack

10-Pack

D.

E.

A. SAVE $16.04 (53%)
COMMONWEALTH HOME FASHIONS
Rhapsody Voile Panels Create a romantic atmosphere

in any space with the ﬂowing beauty of these sheer
panels—delicately hung from gold-tone rings with clear
buttons. Pinch pleat. Two panels, each 48x84” (WxL).
Rings ﬁt rods up to 17⁄8”. Polyester. Washable. Sold as a pair.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (04)ivory
#2505Y
Reg. $29.99
$13.95

Treat your drapes to new rings with alligator clips.
Closeouts. China.
C. 5⁄8” Twisted Color: (02)pewter, (03)antique copper,
(04)antique brass, (05)black
5
#2245C
⁄8” (10)
Reg. $13.95
$6.95
D. 1” Color: (03)black
#2245A
1” (10)
Reg. $13.95
$6.95

B. SAVE $13.00 (52%)
VERSAILLES Set of 2 Leaf Swag Rings An elegant

E. SAVE $6.05 (43%)
EQUITY by LA CROSSE TECHNOLOGY
Brushed Titanium Wall Clock The price is right on

leaf design crowns this swag ring set and cradles your
favorite window fabric. Easy installation. Ring diameter 4½”.
Bracket dimensions 4¾x3¾”. 5.8 oz. each. Steel.
Closeouts. Taiwan.
Color: (01)black, (02)antique brass
#2744F
Set of 2
Reg. $24.95
$11.95

28

C. D. SAVE $7.00 (50%)
VERSAILLES 10-Pack Curtain Clip Rings

this high-quality wall clock—framed in smooth metal with
a brushed titanium ﬁnish. Indoor use only. Analog quartz
movement. Glass lens. Requires one AA battery (not
included). Diameter 8”. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)brushed titanium
#3728J
Reg. $14.00
$7.95
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SAVE $22.03 (40%)

HOME STUDIO Satin Banded Panels with
Attached Valance A lovely combination of satin and

sheer voile come together in these satin banded panels to
create an airy yet grounded feel in your living space.
Includes two panels, each 54x84” (WxL). Sold as a pair.
Polyester. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)ivory, (02)brown, (03)silver, (04)black
#3386N
Reg. $53.98
$31.95

SAVE $35.05+ (43%+)

COMMONWEALTH HOME FASHIONS Embroidered
Faux-Linen Pole-Top Panels These airy faux-linen curtain

panels come in delicately embroidered neutrals that create privacy
without blocking sunlight. Pole top. Two panels, each 54” wide.
See length below. Sold as a pair. Polyester. Washable.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)natural, (02)taupe
#3386U
84”
Reg. $80.00
$44.95
#3386V
95”
Reg. $90.00
$49.95

02

01

01

SAVE $35.05+ (43%+)

COMMONWEALTH HOME FASHIONS
Ginger Faux-Linen Embroidered Panels

The embroidered vines twisting up from these
faux-linen, voile panels add an elegant touch to any
room. Pole-top. Two panels, each 54” wide. See length below.
Sold as a pair. Polyester. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)ivory, (02)taupe
#3386R
84”
Reg. $80.00
$44.95
#3386T
95”
Reg. $100.00
$54.95
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SAVE $34.05+ (39%+)

COLONIAL MILLS Allure Wool Blend Braided Rug

03

02

01

Add color and warmth to any room with this braided rug, made of
durable wool and synthetic ﬁbers. Polyester/35% wool. Spot clean.
Closeouts. USA.
Color: (01)sparrow, (02)misted green, (03)haystack
#3687V
Runner 2x6’
Reg. $159.00
$94.95
#3687W 2x3’
Reg. $79.00
$44.95
#3687U
3x5’
Reg. $189.00 $109.95
5x8’ and 8x11’ Must ship UPS Ground within the 48 contiguous
U.S. only.
#3687T
5x8’
Reg. $419.00 $249.95
8x11’ An additional $40.00 shipping fee will be charged due to the
item’s size/weight.
#3687R
8x11’
Reg. $879.00 $529.95
Installation Kit

SAVE $22.04+ (43%+)

COLONIAL MILLS Stair Treads and Non-Slip
Installation Kit Protect the beauty of your hardwood

with wool blend stair treads and a non-slip kit.
Overstock fabric. USA.
Stair Treads - Set of 4 are a braided, oval design that ﬁts
most stairs. 8x28”. Polyester/35% wool. Spot clean.
Color: (04)palm, (09)alpine green, (10)rosewood,
(11)black, (30)federal blue, (51)taupe, (53)roasted brown
#1757K
Stair Treads (4)
Reg. $80.00
$44.95
Non-Slip Installation Kit is a double-faced tread adhesive
synthetic padding to secure the stair tread in place. 28’x6”.
Color: (99)see photo
#1757M Installation Kit
Reg. $49.99
$27.95

10

09

04

SAVE $45.04+ (50%+)

24” Floor Cushion

BOWRON Longwool Sheepskin Cushions Made of genuine

sheepskin from New Zealand’s oldest and largest tanning company.
The luxurious, long-ﬁbered skins of these cushions can be snuggled up
to anywhere deliriously soft comfort is desired. Cover zips oﬀ for care.
Polyester ﬁll. Dry clean. Closeouts.
20” Cushion (view online). Vietnam.
Color: (02)black
#2601H
20” Cushion
Reg. $89.99
$44.95
24” Floor Cushion China or Vietnam, components New Zealand.
Color: (01)black
#2601G
24” Floor Cushion
Reg. $139.99
$64.95

A. B. SAVE $20.00+ (50%+)
NE’QWA ART Ornaments These ornaments are painted using the ancient

art of reverse handpainting on mouth-blown glass. Artwork is done completely
freehand and signed by the artist. Velvet-covered storage box and certiﬁcate of
authenticity included. Glass. Closeouts. China.
Color: (99)see photo
A. Harbor View by Paul Brent is a tranquil harbor scene. Box 5¼x5¼x5¼”. Ht. 4¼”,
diameter 41⁄8”.
#3833X
Harbor View
Reg. $39.95
$19.95
B. Bed of Roses by Clare Mackie is a brightly colored scene of a couple sitting in a
rosebud. Box 41/4x8x43/4”. Ht. 6¾”, diameter 3”.
#3833Y
Bed of Roses
Reg. $39.95
$18.95

A.

30

B.
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SAVE $94.05 (41%)

LEFTBANK ART Distant Sienna Canvas Art

Rolling vineyards bask in the warm glow of an Italian
countryside, a scene that’s beautifully captured on this oil
painting reproduction by Carol Jessen. Stretched-canvas
giclée is layered by hand with a crackle ﬁnish, for the look of
a naturally aged patina. Wood frame with hanging wire.
20¾x38”. Closeouts. USA. Must ship UPS Ground within the
48 contiguous U.S. only. An additional $10.00 shipping fee
will be charged due to the item’s size/weight.
Color: (99)see photo
#3140H
Reg. $224.00 $129.95

SAVE $159.05
(49%)

BIG SKY CARVERS Russell
Jorgenson Bear Lamp The four bear

heads on the ribbed base of this lamp
create an impressive focal point for your cabin or rustic den
décor. This hand-painted lamp by Russell Jorgenson is hand
cast. A hand cast resin arrowhead ﬁnial secures the
hand-painted paper lamp shade that is trimmed in leather
details. Accommodates a 60W or 100W three-way bulb.
Total ht. 31”, 9 lb. 4 oz. Closeouts. China. Call or see website
for dimensions. Must ship UPS Ground within the
continental U.S. only. An additional $10.00 shipping fee
will be charged due to the item’s size/weight.
Color: (01)bear
#3480C
Reg. $319.00 $159.95

SAVE $12.05
(48%)

BIG SKY CARVERS
Mountain Moose
Votive Candle Holder

The moose ﬁgurine on this votive candle holder appears as
if it is patiently waiting for the candle’s wick to be lit so it
can enjoy the warm glow, too. The hand cast holder is
delicately hand painted. Glass votive holder and unscented
candle included. 3½x45/8x3½”. Votive ht. 2½”, diameter 2”.
1 lb. 4 oz. Hand cast resin. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)moose
#3480W
Reg. $25.00
$12.95

SAVE $15.05 (50%)

BIG SKY CARVERS Iron Swing
Candle Holder The free-swinging design

of this rustic iron candle holder includes
elegant cutouts of pine cones around the
base. Distressed and painted for an aged
look. Ht. 13”, diameter 6¼”. Hanging basket
diameter 43/8”. Holds a jar candle up to
4½” diameter. 1 lb. 2 oz.
Closeouts. China. Candle not included.
Color: (01)lodge
#3480R
Reg. $30.00

$14.95

Block (01)

Solid (04)

SAVE $8.04+ (40%+)

KALEEN Cotton Chindi Rugs Accent your home with the vibrant

color and texture of a Chindi rug, woven of gathered cotton ﬁbers.
2” fringe. Hand wash. Closeouts. India.
Solid Color: (01)natural, (02)spa blue, (03)terra, (04)mocha
#3325T
20x30” Solid
Reg. $19.99
$11.95
#3325P
27x45” Solid
Reg. $29.99
$17.95
Block Color: (01)natural, (02)spa blue, (03)red, (04)mocha
#3325R
20x30” Block
Reg. $34.99
$19.95
#3325N
27x45” Block
Reg. $49.99
$29.95
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D.

C.
B.

A.
E.

A. - E. SAVE $18.05+ (44%+)
CHRISTY of ENGLAND Trailing Fuchsia Bedding Transform your bedroom into

a romantic English garden! This bedding is a vibrantly colored 300 TC cotton, with
handpainted ﬂoral buds ﬁnely printed on luxurious sateen. A bright raspberry satin stitch
adds the ﬁnishing touch. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)trailing fuchsia
Neck and Breakfast Pillows are ﬁlled with 95% duck feathers/duck down.
#3712U Euro Sham
Reg. $60.00
Removable covers.
#3712W A. Neck Roll Pillow width 18” Reg. $40.00 $21.95 #3712Y Queen Bed Skirt w/18” drop Reg. $80.00
#3712V B. Breakfast Pillow 14x18” Reg. $50.00 $27.95 #3712X King Bed Skirt w/18” drop Reg. $90.00
#3713C C. Standard Sham
Reg. $50.00 $27.95 #3713F E. Queen Duvet Cover
Reg. $160.00
#3713A D. King Sham
Reg. $60.00 $31.95 #3713D King Duvet Cover
Reg. $170.00

$31.95
$41.95
$47.95
$84.95
$89.95

SAVE $82.05 (65%)

HOME SOURCE INTERNATIONAL Rayon
Throw Wrap yourself in the dreamy softness of rayon!

21

The gently textured weave carries a bit of luster. 50x60”.
Closeouts. India.
Color: (03)white, (21)hemp
#2145M
Reg. $125.00 $42.95

03

04

05

SAVE $14.55+ (44%+)

02

DOWNTOWN Paisley Egyptian Cotton Duvets
and Pillowcases Situated deep within the opulent

sheen of this bedding is a tonal jacquard pattern in swirling
paisleys, woven from 270 thread count, long-staple
Egyptian cotton. Elegant hemstitch border. Machine
washable. Closeouts. India. Twin duvet available in color
(02) only.
Color: (02)sandstone, (04)blue, (05)pink
#3681T Standard Pillowcases (2)
Reg. $32.50 $17.95
#3681R Queen Pillowcases (2)
Reg. $37.50 $19.95
#3681P King Pillowcases (2)
Reg. $42.50 $21.95
#3681N Euro Pillowcases (2)
Reg. $42.50 $21.95
#3681Y Twin Duvet
Reg. $120.00 $64.95
#3681X Queen Duvet
Reg. $152.00 $79.95
#3681V Super Queen Duvet
Reg. $162.00 $84.95
#3681W King Duvet
Reg. $180.00 $94.95
#3681U Super King Duvet
Reg. $195.00 $99.95

32
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A. B. SAVE $38.05+ (50%+)
COMPANY C Shimmer Quilted Cotton Bedding

D. (05)
A. (01)
D. (06)

The rich, succulent tones and sensuous waves of this quilted
bedding are woven of soft cotton sateen. Reverses to a
neutral tone. Machine washable. Shams are sold
individually. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)moss, (02)peacock, (03)wine
#3553T
A. Standard Sham
Reg. $60.00
$21.95
#3553R
King Sham
Reg. $80.00
$29.95
#3553W Twin Quilt
Reg. $225.00 $109.95
#3553V
B. Full/Queen Quilt Reg. $285.00 $139.95

C. (01)

B. (01)

C. (01)

C. SAVE $65.05 (50%)
COMPANY C Swirling Feathers Silk Pillow A wonderful

C. (02)

accent for your closed-in porch or any room that could use a
fanciful garden-inspired touch, this pillow has swirling embroidery
of sumptuous hues on pure silk. Silk cover zips oﬀ for cleaning.
Fill is 95% white goose feathers/white goose down. Dry clean.
Closeouts. Cover, India. Pillow, China.
Color: (01)amethyst, (02)peacock
#3553F
Reg. $130.00
$64.95

D. SAVE $28.05 (51%)
COMPANY C Checkerboard Cotton Pillow Bring vibrance to

05

any room with this pillow, made from a dobby two-tone weave that
enhances the color themes already in place. Cover zips oﬀ for cleaning.
18x18”. Fill is 95% white goose feathers/white goose down. Dry clean.
Closeouts. Cover, India. Pillow, China.
Color: (01)lake, (02)poppy, (03)clover, (04)sunﬂower, (05)berry,
(06)pewter
#3553H
Reg. $55.00
$26.95

01

02
03
04

06
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SAVE $70.05+ (46%+)

HOME SOURCE INTERNATIONAL Silky Soft Rayon-Cotton
King Blanket Cover your bed with this sumptuously soft blanket woven of

51% rayon-cotton ﬁbers that are naturally antibacterial, control moisture and
won’t trap odor. Woven in a delicate check pattern that is lightweight and
breathable. Closeouts. China. Color: (05)ivory, (07)hemp, (08)white
#3391M
Reg. $170.00
$89.95

05
08
07

SAVE $15.04 (50%)

02

COLORADO CLOTHING Striped Baby Blanket

01

(Infants) Thick, incredibly soft, and very warm thanks to

04

chunky chenille polyester, this striped baby blanket is
perfect for bundling up your little one. 30x40”.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)white/lt blue, (02)white/lt pink,
(03)cotton candy, (04)wasabi
#3841Y
Reg. $29.99
$14.95

03

01

02

Coverlet

03
Detail

SAVE $39.05 (39%)

CODY DIRECT Antique Matelasse Bedspread

The blue-grey tone of this bedspread inherits enhanced
elegance from a scroll-and-ribbed matelasse brocade.
The combed cotton fabric is soft and welcoming.
Closeouts. India.
Color: (01)slate blue
#3728X
Full
Reg. $99.00
$59.95
#3728W Queen
Reg. $99.00
$59.95
#3728V
King
Reg. $99.00
$59.95

34

SAVE $40.00+ (40%+)

CODY DIRECT Cotton Rib Blanket The ribbed,

channel-stitched texture not only looks elegant but also has a
soft, breathable and lightweight hand—perfect for all times of
the year. Filled with cotton. Closeouts. India.
Color: (01)natural, (02)blue, (03)burgundy
#3729D
Twin
Reg. $99.95
$59.95
#3729C
Full
Reg. $109.95
$64.95
#3729A
Queen
Reg. $119.95
$69.95
#3728Y
King
Reg. $129.95
$74.95
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D.

C.

B.

A.

E.

A. B. C. D. E. SAVE $18.05+ (44%+)
CHRISTY of ENGLAND Botanical Garden Bedding

The luxurious, 300 thread count cotton of this bedding gets the
royal treatment in rich violet-tone peonies and other English-garden
ﬂorals that were hand painted, then printed onto the fabric. Duvet
covers have button closures. Bed skirts are printed with
coordinating leafy fronds and have 18” drops. Pillows are ﬁlled with
92% duck feathers/duck down and have removable washable
covers. Sold individually. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)botanical garden
A. Neck-Roll Pillow has end drawstrings. Width 18”, diameter 7”.
#3712J
Neck-Roll Pillow
Reg. $40.00
$21.95
Breakfast Pillow 14x18” with a two-layer 2¾” ﬂange.
B. #3712H Breakfast Pillow
Reg. $50.00
$27.95

#3712P
#3712N
#3712G
#3712M
#3712K
#3712T
#3712R

02

C. Standard Sham
D. King Sham
Euro Sham
Queen Bed Skirt
King Bed Skirt
E. Queen Duvet
King Duvet

Reg. $50.00
Reg. $60.00
Reg. $60.00
Reg. $80.00
Reg. $90.00
Reg. $160.00
Reg. $170.00

$27.95
$31.95
$31.95
$41.95
$47.95
$84.95
$89.95

03

05

SAVE $25.04+ (41%+)

MELANGE HOME Dobby Stripe Bed Linens Boasting a soft sateen ﬁnish, these narrow

dobby stripe linens are laden with sophisticated style. Duvet sets include button-close duvet and two
pillow shams (one with Twin). Sheet sets include ﬂat sheet, ﬁtted sheet with 14½” pockets, and two
pillowcases (one with Twin). Extra pillowcases sold in pairs. Closeouts. China.
#3449K
Queen Sheet Set
Color: (02)larkspur, (03)latte, (05)honey dew
King Sheet Set
#3449D
Standard Pillowcases (2)
Reg. $49.99
$24.95 #3449J
Twin Duvet Set
#3449C
King Pillowcases (2)
Reg. $59.99
$29.95 #3449H
Full/Queen Duvet Set
#3449N
Twin Sheet Set
Reg. $129.99
$71.95 #3449G
King Duvet Set
#3449M Full Sheet Set
Reg. $149.99
$84.95 #3449F

Reg. $159.99
Reg. $169.99
Reg. $149.99
Reg. $159.99
Reg. $169.99
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D.

C.
B.

A.

A. - F. SAVE $18.05+ (44%+)
CHRISTY of ENGLAND Ghislaine Bedding The opulent shimmer

of this golden swirling jacquard adds instant glamour to your master or guest
bedroom. Pillows, shams and duvets have a metallic ﬂange with satin ribbon.
Pillow ﬁll is 14.8 oz. of 95% feathers/down. Bed skirts have 18” drops.
Polyester and 200 thread count cotton. Closeouts. China. Color: (01)ghislaine
#3711W
A. 18” Neck Pillow
Reg. $40.00
$21.95
#3711V
B. Breakfast Pillow 13x17”
Reg. $50.00
$27.95
#3712C
C. Standard Sham
Reg. $50.00
$27.95
#3712A
D. King Sham
Reg. $60.00
$31.95
#3711U
Euro Sham
Reg. $60.00
$31.95
#3711Y
E. Queen Bed Skirt
Reg. $80.00
$41.95
#3711X
King Bed Skirt
Reg. $90.00
$47.95
#3712F
F. Queen Duvet
Reg. $160.00
$84.95
#3712D
King Duvet
Reg. $170.00
$89.95

F.

E.

Detail

01

SAVE
$15.05 (50%)
SAGAFORM
Manicure Set

No bigger than a deck of cards,
this manicure set is great for travel and
comes with a sleekly designed set of brushed,
stainless steel tools: Nail clipper, cuticle pusher and
scissors, tweezers and fold-down nail ﬁle. Rigid nylon case
with magnetic lid closure. 1x4x3”. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)brown
#3839R
Reg. $30.00
$14.95

02

SAVE $7.02 (35%)

COMMONWEALTH HOME FASHIONS 5-Piece
Chantilly Lace Window Set Named for the town in France

where this type of lace was originally manufactured, this window
set is delicate and softly constructed with scalloped details.
Perfect for adding that touch of Old-World charm to your décor.
Set includes two panels, each 33x84” (WxL), one valance 15x56”
(LxW), and two tiebacks 19½x3¼” (LxW). Polyester.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)ivory, (02)white
#2505X
5-Piece Set
Reg. $19.97
$12.95

36
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01

SAVE $129.05 (43%)

LEFTBANK ART Habitat Wrapped Canvas Art

The solitary subject of this lithograph print titled, “Habitat”
creates a modern, uncluttered focal point surrounded by
neutral and warm tones. The stretched-canvas giclée is
layered by hand with a crackle ﬁnish, for a naturally aged
patina. Print wraps over the edges of the wooden frame
and rests ﬂat against the wall. 35x42”. Wood frame with
hanging wire. Closeouts. USA. Must ship UPS Ground
within the continental U.S. only. An additional $10.00
shipping fee will be charged due to the item’s
size/weight. Color: (99)see photo
#3140G
Reg. $299.00 $169.95

02

SAVE $80.04 (53%)

Dress your master suite in subdued color
palettes and whisper-soft fabrics to achieve
a refreshed, heavenly vibe.

COMMONWEALTH HOME
FASHIONS Embroidered
Pinch-Pleat Panels Rich, scalloped

embroidery with eyelets scroll the bottom edge of these
elegant, sheer curtains that soften the style in any room.
Pinch-pleat top. Two panels, each 37½x84” (WxL). Sold as
a pair. Polyester. Machine washable. Closeouts. Canada.
Color: (01)mushroom, (02)taupe/champagne
#3327C
Reg. $149.99
$69.95

Parchment

Ivory

SAVE $22.05+ (44%+)

DOWNTOWN Regal Bedding Damask stripes have a way of adding elegance and a crisp, clean, put-together feel to

a room—especially when they’re atop smooth, 400 thread count long-staple Egyptian cotton. Sheet sets include ﬂat sheet,
ﬁtted sheet with 15” pockets, and two pillowcases (one with Twin). Closeouts. Portugal. Call or see website for color
availability on individual pieces.
#2164W Std. Pillowcases (2)
Reg. $47.00
$24.95
#2164U
King Pillowcases (2)
Reg. $50.00
$27.95
#2165H
Queen Sheet Set
Reg. $237.00 $119.95
#2164T
Euro Pillowcases (2)
Reg. $50.00
$24.95
#2165G
King Sheet Set
Reg. $275.00 $139.95
#3682M Std. Pillow Shams (2) Reg. $80.00
$41.95
#2165F
Cali. King Sheet Set Reg. $275.00 $139.95
#3682K
Qn. Pillow Shams (2) Reg. $85.00
$44.95
#2165C
Queen Duvet
Reg. $175.00
$89.95
#3682J
King Pillow Shams (2) Reg. $90.00
$47.95
#2165A
Super Queen Duvet Reg. $187.00
$94.95
#2165K
Twin Sheet Set
Reg. $175.00
$89.95
#2164Y
King Duvet
Reg. $200.00
$99.95
#2165J
Full Sheet Set
Reg. $225.00 $114.95
#2164X
Super King Duvet
Reg. $212.00 $109.95
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08

11

SAVE $5.05 (50%)

SAVE $15.04 (37%)

BLUE RIDGE HOME FASHIONS 525 Fill Power
Down Throw Not a chance of feeling chilly under this
heavenly bit of down warmth. 50x58”. 270 thread count.
Minimum 75% down. 525 ﬁll power. Overstock. China,
fabric USA. Shell may be brushed nylon or polyester.
Color: (06)sage, (08)camel, (09)blue grey, (11)brick
#91122
Reg. $39.99
$24.95

GREAT AMERICAN HANGER CO. Heavy-Duty
Hanger This heavy-duty hanger doesn’t bend or break

against the weight of your heavy quilts and linens, but it
does keep them wrinkle-free and organized. Non-slip vinyl
partially covers the chrome bar to prevent slipping.
Length 17”, diameter bar 3/8 ”. Overstock. China.
Color: (01)chrome/black
#2461G
Reg. $10.00
$4.95

09
08
12

SAVE $26.05+ (52%+)

COMPANY C Colette 200TC Cotton Percale
Bedding Two-tone pinstripes add a kiss of color along the

SAVE $89.05+ (50%+)

BAY & GABLE HOME INTERIORS
Organic Cotton Sateen Sheet Set Made of 230

thread count organic cotton for deﬁning softness! Set
includes stuﬀ sack, ﬂat sheet, ﬁtted sheet with 15” pockets,
and two pillowcases (one with Twin). Closeouts. India.
Color: (08)ecru, (09)taupe (except Queen), (12)rose
#2361R
Twin
Reg. $159.00
$69.95
#2361P
Full
Reg. $179.99
$79.95
#2361N
Queen
Reg. $189.99
$89.95
#2361M King
Reg. $199.99
$99.95

SAVE $40.04+ (50%)

01

MELANGE HOME Diamond Weave Cotton Blanket Made of
soft, twisted cotton in a durable and classic diamond weave, this blanket is
constructed for years of all-season warmth. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)white, (05)robins blue, (06)butter, (07)latte
#2349T
Twin
Reg. $79.99
$39.95
#2349R
Full/Queen
Reg. $89.99
$44.95
#2349P
King
Reg. $99.99
$49.95

07
06

38

border of these cool cotton percale pillowcases. The 200
thread count cotton has a smooth hand and a crisp look.
Closeouts. India.
Color: (01)white
#3555X Standard Pillowcase (1) Reg. $48.00
$21.95
#3555W King Pillowcase (1)
Reg. $52.00
$24.95
Sheet Sets have ﬂat sheets, ﬁtted sheets with 15” pockets.
Queen Sheet Set has two standard pillowcases.
#3556A Queen Sheet Set
Reg. $195.00
$89.95
King Sheet Set has two king pillowcases.
#3555Y
King Sheet Set
Reg. $225.00
$99.95
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A. (03)

B. (04)

A. (01)
02

04
03

05

B. (01)

03

02

A. B. SAVE $35.05+ (49%+)
COMPANY C Willowbank Matelasse Cotton Quilted Shams and Coverlets

The beautiful organic pattern woven into this matelasse bedding is made of soft cotton ﬁbers.
Coloring is saturated with rich tones that won’t fade. Closeouts. Portugal.
Color: (01)coral, (02)ecru, (03)kiwi, (04)lemon, (05)pool
A. Shams have a 2” ﬂange and middle-back opening. Sold individually.
#3553K
Standard Sham (1)
Reg. $55.00
$19.95
#3553J
King Sham (1)
Reg. $70.00
$29.95
B. Coverlets
#3553P
Twin Coverlet
Reg. $160.00
$79.95
#3553N
Full/Queen Coverlet
Reg. $190.00
$94.95
#3553M
King Coverlet
Reg. $229.00
$114.95
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A.

A. SAVE $290.05 (38%)
BLUE RIDGE HOME FASHIONS
Zurich Full/Queen 1300 TC Silk Down
Comforter The luxurious 1300 thread count cotton and

silk fabric of this striped comforter has an elegant luster and
sumptuously soft hand. Filled with at least 75% Hungarian
white goose down, remainder feathers, which are washed
extensively to reduce the risk of allergic reactions. Trimmed
with braided piping. Baﬄe box construction
(15x15” box size) prevents down from shifting, clumping
and creating cold spots. 650-750 ﬁll power. 48 oz. ﬁll wt.
Dry clean. Overstock. USA.
Color: (01)white
#2818K
Reg. $750.00
$459.95

C. SAVE $572.55+ (45%)
DOWNTOWN Duna Arctic Down Comforter

The sublime warmth of this 700+ ﬁll power down comforter
proves again and again why it is called Arctic. The large
cluster white goose down is specially washed to remove
allergens and dust, and provides superior loft. Gusseted,
baﬄe-box construction eliminates cold spots and allows the
down to expand to its maximum loft. Smooth, 310 thread
count Egyptian cotton cover. Edges are ﬁnished with a 2”
gusset and double-stitched piping. Fill is at least 92%
Hungarian white goose down, remainder feathers. Dry
clean. Closeouts. Hungary.
Color: (01)white
#2787V Full 45 oz. ﬁll wt.
Reg. $1262.50
$689.95
#2787U Queen 50 oz. ﬁll wt. Reg. $1385.00
$759.95
#2787T King 60 oz. ﬁll wt.
Reg. $1620.00
$879.95

B. SAVE $860.05 (50%)
DOWNTOWN Hermitage Winter Down Queen
Comforter For those who prefer to sink into bed,

775+ ﬁll power down creates the lofty warmth you desire.
This queen comforter is ﬁlled with Siberian white goose
down, and is the crown jewel of the collection. A two-inch
gusset encompasses the baﬄe-box construction, preventing
the down from shifting while providing utmost loft.
TENCEL®/Lyocell sateen cover. 40 oz. ﬁll wt. Fill is at least
95% Siberian white goose down, remainder feathers.
Dry clean. Closeouts. Hungary.
Color: (01)white
#2786C
Reg. $1720.00 $859.95

Down Comforters
Three things to consider when investing in a down comforter: ﬁll power, baﬄe-box construction and a
cover with at least a 200 thread count. The higher the ﬁll power, the ﬂuﬃer and warmer the down.
Baﬄe-box construction keeps down feathers at their highest possible loft and an even distribution of
down throughout. High-thread-count, down-proof covers keep down from escaping and stay soft
against your skin.
B.

40

C.
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Adjust
a

ble!

SAVE $40.05 (40%)

SAVE $45.05 (40%)

SOFT-TEX Classic Contour 2-Pack
Memory-Foam Pillows Get a great night’s sleep and

wake up feeling refreshed with these standard pillows,
featuring sensor memory foam that forms to the shape of
your head and neck for superior comfort and support.
Ultrasoft, removable cover. Hypoallergenic. Standard size.
20x14x5”. Polyester/viscose with polyurethane foam ﬁll.
Spot clean. Closeouts. China.
Color: (02)white
#3392W 2-Pack
Reg. $100.00
$59.95

SOFT-TEX Contour Adjustable Memory-Foam
Standard Pillow Enjoy the ultimate in night time

comfort and support with this adjustable pillow, featuring
moldable sensor memory foam, a contoured shape, AirCool
ventilation, and an adjustable design. Removable cover with
stain resistance. Hypoallergenic. 20x14x4½”. Polyester/
viscose, cotton inner cover and polyurethane foam ﬁll.
Spot clean. Closeouts. China.
Color: (02)white
#3392V
Reg. $110.00
$64.95

SAVE $40.05 (40%)

SOFT-TEX Conventional 2-Pack Pillows

Support the contours of your head and neck with these soft
memory-foam pillows. Covered with a basket weave
textured cover made of polyester and viscose. Fill is
polyurethane foam. Each 14x22x2” (LxWxD). Sold as a pair.
Spot clean. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)white
#3613W 2-Pack
Reg. $100.00
$59.95

SAVE $26.05 (39%)

SOFT-TEX Value 4-Pack Jumbo Pillows

Refresh your family’s bedding with the ease of this fantastic
four-pack of lofty, jumbo pillows! Soft, 240 thread count
cotton covers over 22 oz. polyester insulation. 20x28”.
Closeouts. USA. Color: (02)white
#3392X
4-Pack
Reg. $66.00
$39.95

SAVE $25.04 (41%)

ROYAL VELVET Oversized 2-Pack Euro Pillows

Fill your European shams to the brim with this pair of
oversized pillows, covered with soft, washable cotton
and decorated with satin piping. Lavish comfort is
provided by an ample supply of polyester ﬁll. 28x28”.
Machine washable. Closeouts.. USA, fabric and ﬁll imported.
Color: (01)white
#2674D
2-Pack
Reg. $59.99
$34.95

SAVE $12.04+ (38%+)

BLUE RIDGE HOME FASHIONS Pillow In your choice of

allergen-free down alternative or luxurious white down ﬁll! 20x26”.
Cotton damask. Dry clean. Closeouts.
Color: (01)white
Down Alternative 233 thread count cover. Polyester ﬁll. USA.
#3389W Down Alternative
Reg. $29.99
$17.95
Down has a 500 thread count cover. 600 ﬁll power down is at least
75% white duck down/feathers. USA, fabric China.
#3389V
16 oz. ﬁll wt.
Reg. $99.00
$54.95
#3389U
20 oz. ﬁll wt.
Reg. $129.99
$79.95
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Personalize your
bathrooms
with relaxing spa-like
neutrals or extravagant
embellishments!
03

SAVE $5.00+ (40%+)

BARBARA BARRY Dream Bath Linens Extra-plush

01

at 850gsm, these towels and tub mat are made from
long-staple, zero-twist Egyptian cotton. Finished with
a stylish, diamond design on each end. Closeouts. Turkey.
Color: (01)blossom, (02)blue pearl, (03)ivory, (04)nickel
#3111D Washcloth 11½x13½” Reg. $12.50
$7.50
#3111C Hand Towel 17x31½” Reg. $31.25 $14.95
#3111A Bath Towel 29x55½” Reg. $43.75 $21.95
#3110X Tub Mat 27½x33”
Reg. $43.75 $21.95

02

GSM stands for grams of ﬁber per square meter.

High 600+gsm counts mean towels are extra dense
with luxurious ﬁbers and are correspondingly thick
and absorbent—perfect for pampering your guests!

750
gsm

600
gsm

03

01

05

SAVE $6.55+ (52%+)

CHRISTY of ENGLAND Organic Cotton Waﬄe
Bath Linens These ﬁne waﬄed bath linens are a textured

indulgence worthy of any ﬁve-star resort and your home.
Certiﬁed organic cotton is grown and processed free of
harmful chemicals. 750gsm. Closeouts. Turkey.
Color: (03)ivory, (05)seafoam
#3305C
Washcloth 13x13”
Reg. $12.50
$5.95
#3305A
Hand Towel 20x32”
Reg. $25.00
$11.95
#3304Y
Bath Towel 30x60”
Reg. $45.00
$20.95

SAVE $4.05+ (35%+)

PEACOCK ALLEY Hudson Aegean Bath Linens

The ﬁnest quality Aegean cotton oﬀers supreme softness,
durability and absorbency. Ribbed. Triple-dobby border.
600gsm Closeouts. Turkey.
Color: (01)azure (Bath Towel only), (08)yellow
#2269K Washcloth 13x12½”
Reg. $11.00
$6.95
#2269J Hand Towel 15½x29½” Reg. $25.00 $15.95
#2269H Bath Towel 27x54”
Reg. $45.00 $28.95
04

11

SAVE $16.05+ (49%+)

CHRISTY of ENGLAND Prism Bath Rug What a
better way to complement your elegant towel collection
than a bath rug, deeply looped and soft underfoot.
Fine-quality ﬁbers and constructions ensure great wear and
luxuriant feel. Subtle textured stripe. Spot clean.
Closeouts. India.
Color: (03)spice, (04)chili, (06)merlot, (09)vanilla,
(11)splash
#3317G
Small 27x17”
Reg. $32.00
$15.95
#3317F
Medium 34x21”
Reg. $43.75
$21.95
42
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SAVE $40.05 (57%)

AVANTI LINENS Monet 4-Piece Towel Set

Artistically trimmed in stripes and gold braiding,
these towels deliver a dose of elegance to any bathroom.
Includes washcloth, ﬁngertip towel, hand towel and bath
towel. 486-517gsm. Cotton. Closeouts. Canada.
Color: (01)mocha/green
#2673D
4-Piece
Reg. $70.00
$29.95

SAVE $40.05 (57%)

AVANTI LINENS Empress 4-Piece Towel Set

Fit for royalty, these elegant ivory towels are embellished
with lovely braided trim. Includes washcloth, ﬁngertip
towel, hand towel and bath towel. 486-517gsm. Cotton.
Closeouts. Canada.
Color: (01)ivory
#2673G
4-Piece
Reg. $70.00
$29.95

SAVE $40.05 (57%)

AVANTI LINENS Princess Lace 4-Piece
Towel Set Add a touch of royalty to bland bathrooms

with this luxurious towel set. Cotton with lace trim.
Includes washcloth, ﬁngertip towel, hand towel, bath towel.
486-517gsm. Closeouts. Canada.
Color: (01)ivory
#2673N
4-Piece
Reg. $70.00
$29.95

SAVE $40.05 (57%)

AVANTI LINENS Damask 4-Piece Towel Set

Lustrous ﬂorals accent the damask stripe in rich terracotta
hues. Includes washcloth, ﬁngertip towel, hand towel and
bath towel. 486-517gsm. Cotton. Closeouts. Canada.
Color: (01)terracotta
#2673F
4-Piece
Reg. $70.00
$29.95

SAVE $40.05 (57%)

AVANTI LINENS Andrea Stripe 4-Piece
Towel Set The shimmering trim of this towel set is

reminiscent of old-fashioned ribbon candy. Includes
washcloth, ﬁngertip towel, hand towel and bath towel.
486-517gsm. Cotton. Closeouts. USA, fabric imported.
Color: (01)cinnamon
#2673M 4-Piece
Reg. $70.00
$29.95

SAVE $40.05 (57%)

AVANTI LINENS Ritz 4-Piece Stripe Towel Set

Your bathroom will be putting on the Ritz with this
embellished towel set hanging over your towel rack. Made
of soft, looped cotton with a lustrous, striped border and
rope accent. Includes washcloth, ﬁngertip towel, hand
towel, bath towel. 486-517gsm. Closeouts. Canada.
Color: (01)curry
#2674R
4-Piece
Reg. $70.00
$29.95
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SAVE $14.04 (46%)

DII Striped 3-Piece Bath Towel Set

Absorbent cotton loops display a tonal array of stripes
and are accented with a solid border in this three-piece
towel set. Includes washcloth, hand towel, bath towel.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (02)green, (03)natural
#2905A
3-Piece
Reg. $29.99
$15.95

SAVE $38.50
(35%)

SOEHNLE Body Balance
Slim FT5 Scale Weight is just a

small part of healthy living. You can track and improve your
health thanks to innovative, helpful features like personal
action recommendation, athlete mode for active
individuals, automatic recognition and Bio Impedance
Analysis, which analyzes weight, fat, water, muscle mass
and energy consumption. Displays trend curve. Increments
0.1-percent for fat, water and muscle, 0.2-pounds for
weight. Large platform and LCD display. Moisture-resistant
electronics. Requires four AA batteries (included). 330 lb.
capacity. 1x14¼x13½”, 4 lb. 6 oz. Glass, composite.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)see photo
#3820A
Reg. $110.00
$71.50

B.

A.

SAVE $62.05 (55%)

HOME SOURCE INTERNATIONAL
Ribbed Matelasse Shower Curtain Terriﬁc vertical

rib shower curtains help you get creative with bathroom
color schemes. Pre-shrunk cotton is mercerized for brilliant
color and fabric performance. 72x72”. Machine washable.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (17)bronze, (19)wheat
#94677
Reg. $112.00
$49.95

A. B. C. D. SAVE $7.05+ (37%+)
AVANTI LINENS Cobblestone Accessories

C.
D.

44

Update the style of your bathroom with the sleek,
contemporary cobblestone pattern of these bronze-tone
accessories. Base metal with embroidered faux-leather
(PVC) covering. Wipe clean. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)green/mocha
A. Soap Dish 4¼x5¾x1¼”.
#2674X
Soap Dish
Reg. $19.00
$11.50
B. Tumbler holds 7.3 ﬂ.oz. Ht. 4½”, diameter 3”.
#2674U
Tumbler
Reg. $19.00
$11.95
C. Toothbrush Holder 41/8x4½x17/8”.
#2674V
Toothbrush Holder
Reg. $20.00
$11.95
D. Lotion Pump 6½x4½x17/8”.
#2675A
Lotion Pump
Reg. $23.00
$13.75
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A. - F. SAVE $8.05+ (40%+)
CREATIVE HOME Curvy Marble Bathroom
Accessories The polished ﬁnish of the marble enhances

the natural variety of pattern and color in these accessories.
Felt dots on the bases ensure they won’t scratch other
surfaces. Closeouts. China. Color: (02)yellow jade
A. Tumbler ht. 43/8”, diameter 33/8”, 1 lb. 15 oz.
#3833K
Tumbler
Reg. $15.00
$6.95
B. Soap Dish 1x5¼x33/8” (HxWxD). 11.2 oz.
#3833M Soap Dish
Reg. $15.00
$6.95
C. Toothbrush Holder ht. 4½”, diameter 33/8”. 3 lb. 4 oz.
#3833P
Toothbrush Holder
Reg. $18.00
$8.95
D. Cotton Ball Holder ht. 3¾”, diameter 3½”. 2 lb. 6 oz.
#3833J
Cotton Ball Holder
Reg. $20.00
$8.95
E. Medium Covered Box ht. 2¾”, diameter 4½”. 2 lb. 6 oz.
#3833G
Medium Covered Box Reg. $22.00
$10.95
F. Liquid Soap Dispenser ht. 7¼”, diameter 3¼”. 2 lb. 4 oz.
#3833N
Soap Dispenser
Reg. $25.00
$14.95
Large Covered Box (view online). Ht. 1¼”, diameter 5¼”. 3 lb.
#3833H
Large Covered Box
Reg. $25.00
$11.95

B.

A.

C.

E.
F.

D.

Plus Size
05

04

SAVE $20.05 (44%)

LEIFHEIT Telegant Wall Mount Drying Rack

An easy and convenient addition to the laundry room,
this wall mount drying rack provides ample space for
hang-drying clothes as well as clips for socks and a separate
stainless steel towel bar with hooks. Telescoping design
with retractable wires. Mounting hardware included.
ABS plastic with stainless-steel rods. Capacity 44 lb.
405/8x5¼x207/8”, 4 lb. 6 oz. Closeouts. Czech Republic.
Must ship UPS Ground within the 48 contiguous U.S. only.
Color: (01)white
#3820D
Reg. $45.00
$24.95

SAVE $25.00 (50%)

UV DENTAL Toothbrush
Sanitizer In just 10 minutes, UV

light eliminates over 99% of most
germs and harmful bacteria on up to four toothbrushes.
Easy, one-touch operation and automatic cleaning cycles.
Compatible with manual and electric toothbrushes.
Long-life UV bulb never needs replaced. 110-120V AC
power. 76” power cord. 5¼x4½x4½”. Composite.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)white
#3129M
Reg. $49.95
$24.95

SAVE $15.04 (50%)

DII Plus Size Microﬁber Shower Wrap (Women)

Quick-drying microﬁber wrap has a touch-fasten strip at
the top that’s adjustable to wear around the torso or hips,
and the remainder is elasticized to stay put. Patch pocket.
Length 33”. Polyester/nylon. Closeouts. China.
Color: (04)banana, (05)green
Size: One size ﬁts (16W-22W)
#2904X
Reg. $29.99
$14.95

SAVE
$14.05 (35%)

SOEHNLE Classic XL Analog Scale Thanks to the
sleek, retro look of this analog scale, you no longer have to
worry about hiding your unsightly scale when guests stop
by for a visit. High level of accuracy weighing up to 330 lb.
Large, easy-to-read dial. Extra-large platform. Non-slip
surface. 2 lb. graduation. 2½x161/8x13½”, face diameter 65/8”.
6 lb. Composite. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)see photo
#3820C
Reg. $40.00
$25.95
1.800.713.4534 | Bathroom
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Remedy closet clutter! Oﬀering quality
basics, simple solutions and specialized hanger designs,
count on Great American Hanger Company to provide
the best options for all your hanging needs.

A. (02)
B. (02)
01

C. (02)
01

D. (02)

F. (01)

E. (01)

A. - F. SAVE $6.05+ (37%+)
GREAT AMERICAN HANGER CO.
Deluxe Wooden Hangers Take care of your wardrobe
investments. Metal hardware. Overstock. China.
Color: (01)natural (except Snap-Lock Hanger), (02)walnut
A. Slack holds six pairs of slacks. Sold separately.
#1179D
Slack
Reg. $15.00
$7.95
B. Belt holds 12 total belts on separate hooks. 17x4x¾”.
Sold separately.
#1179E
Belt
Reg. $16.00
$9.95
C. Scarf Hanger holds 10 scarves. 17½x¾”. Wood.
#1179F
Scarf
Reg. $16.00
$9.95

46

02

D. Walnut Snap-Lock Hanger - Set of 25 has snaps to lock
your garments in place with a protective, felt-covered
interior. 9x¾x6” (LxWxH).
#2461F
Snap-Lock (25)
Reg. $69.95
$34.95
E. Suit Hanger - Set of 25 has notches and a hanging bar.
17½x5/8x9½” (LxWxH).
#94306
Suit (25)
Reg. $75.95
$39.95
F. Suit - Set of 6 has a curved body and non-slip bar. 18x2”.
#1079C
Suit (6)
Reg. $89.95
$49.95
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SAVE $3.00 (50%)

GREAT AMERICAN HANGER CO. Cedar
Closet/Drawer Accessories Freshen a closet or

drawer with the scent of cedar and gain all-natural moth
resistance, too. Made with sustainable forestry practices.
Closeouts. China.
Rings - 12-Pack 1½x1¼”. Color: (01)cedar
#2461D
Rings (12)
Reg. $5.95
$2.95
Hearts or Rounds - 24-Pack diameter ¾”. Color: (04)cedar
#1179C
Hearts or Rounds (24) Reg. $5.95
$2.95

SAVE $8.00 (61%)

GREAT AMERICAN HANGER CO. 4-Pack
Cedar Hangups Naturally protect your garments from

moths and keep your closet fresh by hanging these cedar
hangups amongst your wardrobe. Light sanding rejuvenates
cedar block. 11¾x2x3/8”, 2.2 oz. each. Cedar with chrome
hardware. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)cedar
#3016R
4-Pack
Reg. $12.95
$4.95

Protect your wordrobe for under $20!

SAVE $10.05 (40%)

GREAT AMERICAN HANGER CO. Cedar Tie Hanger with Brass
Pegs Organize your tie collection on this hanger’s 40 brass pegs! Fresh scent of
cedar is a natural form of moth deterrent to keep your accessories looking like
new. 8½x15½x4½”, 1 lb. 6 oz. Brass hardware. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)cedar
#3016U
Reg. $25.00
$14.95

SAVE $6.00 (37%)

GREAT AMERICAN HANGER CO. Wall Mount Cedar Coat Rack

This cedar coat rack is more welcoming than a sign on the front stoop with its
fresh cedar scent and the obliging way it makes a place for your coat and keys.
Chrome hardware. 21¼x2x3” (LxWxD), 14 oz. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)cedar
#3016X
Reg. $15.95
$9.95

SAVE $11.04 (36%)

GREAT AMERICAN HANGER CO. Stackable Cedar Shoe Rack

Keep your shoes organized, fresh and moth-free with this space-saving cedar shoe
rack. Some assembly required. Holds up to three pairs of men’s shoes and four pair
of women’s shoes. 37½x12x5½”, 3 lb. 14 oz. Cedar. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)cedar
#3016W
Reg. $29.99
$18.95
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A.

B.

A. B. SAVE $60.05+ (46%)
DIAMOND TEA Lightweight Terry Robes (Women)

Blue shells and starﬁsh scatter across the bright white background
of these lightweight terry robes—perfect for indoors, pool-side or
packing to your favorite seaside resort. Wrap front. Cotton/
polyester. Canada.
Color: (02)marine
Size: S(6-8) M(10-12) L(14-16) XL(18-20)
A. Short Sleeve has ruﬄe that extends from collar to hem. Inner
side ties. Length 37”. Classic Fit. Closeouts.
$79.95
#3304G Short Sleeve
Reg. $150.00
B. Sleeveless has on-seam hand pockets. Length 34”. Relaxed Fit.
Overstock fabric
fabric.
#3304F Sleeveless
Reg. $130.00
$69.95

C.

Reward yourself each night with the

welcoming softness of these lounge-worthy items!

D.

C. D. SAVE $18.05+ (39%+)
DREAMSACKS BAMBOODREAMS Viscose
Loungewear (Women) Viscose makes a delectable lounging fabric

E.
Plus Sizes
Too!

in these silky separates. Viscose/5% spandex. Closeouts. China.
Size: S(6-8) M(10-12) L(14) XL(16)
C. Twist-Front Top length 21”. Trim Fit.
Color: (05)smoke
#1935Y
Top
Reg. $46.00
$27.95
D. Pants have a drawstring band at the natural waist. Straight leg.
Inseam 30”. Classic Fit.
Color: (03)smoke/M-XL
#1935X
Pants
Reg. $52.00
$29.95

02

F. (01)

E. SAVE $36.05 (47%)
AMADORA Zip Front Long Robe (Women)

This robe blooms with great coverage and comfort within its
quaint, boden print. Zip front. Three-quarter sleeves.
Length 49”. Relaxed Fit. Closeouts. China.
Color: (02)boden print
Size: XS(4) S(6-8) M(10-12) L(14-16) XL(18-20);
Plus 1X(16W-18W)
#3407U
Reg. $76.00
$39.95

F. SAVE $45.05 (37%)
BEDHEAD Stretch Lounge Set (Women)

Lighthearted prints on a jersey-soft background with lacy
rick-rack trim—sounds like a recipe for stylish comfort!
Top has empire-style waist. Length 21”. Straight-leg pants
have an elastic band at the natural waist. Inseam 31”.
Cotton/5% Lycra®. Classic Fit. Closeouts. USA.
Color: (01)pink sunﬂower/S-L, (02)pink ﬂeur de lis
Size: S(4-6) M(8-10) L(12-14) XL(16)
#3700N
Reg. $120.00
$74.95
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A. B. SAVE $30.00+ (42%+)
CAROLE HOCHMAN Robe and Gown (Women)

B.

A.

Like wildﬂower bouquets scattering in the breeze, the print of this
diamond-quilted robe and knit gown is almost fragrant in its delicate
beauty. Relaxed Fit. Closeouts. Indonesia.
Color: (01)ivory/primrose ﬂoral print
Size: S(6-8) M(10-12) L(14-16)
A. Luxe Cotton Knit Gown has a scoop neck with light ruching.
Looped button placket. Length 45”.
#2978R
Gown
Reg. $69.95
$39.95
B. Diamond-Quilted Robe has cushy knit fabric, shawl collar and
on-seam side pockets. 1¾” tie belt. Length 46”. Cotton/polyester.
#2978T
Robe
Reg. $84.00
$44.95

C. (05)

F.
D.

E.

C. SAVE $218.05 (55%)
THE SAVILE COLLECTION by DEREK ROSE
Luxury Robe (Men) And you thought pampering was

strictly the domain of women. Derek Rose believes that
men should be equally indulgent when it comes to night
clothing. This signature robe is a birdseye jacquard—woven
from lustrous cotton ﬁbers that convey softness and luxury.
Length 46”. Closeouts. Czech Republic.
Color: (05)blue mini herringbone,
(74)blue/white multi stripe
Size: M(38-40) L(42-44)
#16511
Reg. $395.00 $176.95

D. SAVE $135.05 (45%)
THE SAVILE COLLECTION by DEREK ROSE
Cotton Pajamas (Men) Derek Rose “pyjamas” have

been favorites of aristocrats and other classy individuals
since 1925. Long sleeve top with pants. Inseam 30”.
Closeouts. Czech Republic.
Color: (29)lt blue/black/white check
Size (chest/waist): S(34-36/28-30) M(38-40/32-34)
L(42-44/36-38) XL(46-48/40-42) 2XL(50-52/43-46)
#16512
Reg. $295.00 $159.95

E. SAVE $16.05 (48%)
CALIDA of SWITZERLAND Therma Liberty
Cotton Boxers (Men) Stay comfortable when the

heat is on in these breathable jersey cotton boxers.
A soft, elasticized waistband secures comfortably at the
waist with a hidden drawstring. Closeouts. China.
Color: (02)black; Size: S(30) M(32-34) L(36-38) XL(40)
#3408G
Reg. $33.00
$16.95

F. SAVE $14.05 (48%)
CALIDA of SWITZERLAND Therma Liberty
Single-Jersey Cotton V-Neck T-Shirt (Men)

The sumptuously soft, single jersey knit of this V-neck T-shirt
is breathable and cool to keep you comfortable all day long.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)red; Size: S(36) M(38-40) L(42-44) XL(46)
#3408M
Reg. $29.00
$14.95
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B. (05)

A. (03)

C.
D. (02)

A. B. C. D. SAVE $28.05+ (46%+)
BODY BARK Scoop Neck Layering Tops

(Women) These whisper-thin tops are made of luxurious
Micromodal® and 5% spandex that ﬁts close to the body,
so they can be worn alone, layered, or as lingerie.
Closeouts. USA.
Size: XS(0-2) S(4-6) M(8-10) L(12-14) XL(16-18)
A. Modest Classic Fit. Color: (02)shell pink, (03)tropical blue
#2142C
Modest
Reg. $58.00
$29.95
B. Deep Classic Fit. Color: (05)shell pink, (06)tropical blue
$29.95
#2142D
Deep
Reg. $58.00

C. Long Sleeve Classic Fit. Color: (02)shell pink/XS-L
#2141X
Long Sleeve
Reg. $65.00
$34.95
D. Tank Top Trim Fit.
Color: (01)shell pink, (02)tropical blue
#3447C
Tank Top
Reg. $58.00
$29.95

E. (01)
G. (03)

E. F. G. SAVE $5.04 (50%)
JESSICA Lace-Trimmed Underwear (Women)

The front of each brief style is a sheer ribbed jacquard
accented with lace around the leg openings. Back is
comfortable stretch cotton. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)black/M-XL, (02)pink, (03)ivory
Size: S(4-6) M(8-10) L(12-14) XL(16)
E. #3743W Medi Briefs
Reg. $9.99
$4.95
F. #3743X Modern Briefs
Reg. $9.99
$4.95
G. #3743Y High-Cut Briefs
Reg. $9.99
$4.95

Medi Brief (01)

F. (02)

I. (02)

H. I. SAVE $5.04 (50%)
JESSICA Lace-Trimmed Cotton Briefs (Women)

H. (04)

Elegant guipure lace trims these lovely cotton briefs, with
satin bow at the waistband. Cotton/5% spandex.
Closeouts. China.
Size: S(4-6) M(8-10) L(12-14) XL(16)
H. Modern Briefs Color: (02)black, (03)turquoise, (04)pink
#3744A
Modern Briefs
Reg. $9.99
$4.95
I. High-Cut Briefs Color: (01)turquoise, (02)pink
#3744C
High-Cut Briefs
Reg. $9.99
$4.95

Visit Our

BARGAIN BARN
50

You’ll ﬁnd thousands of our
Best Deals

Huge savings on items that are at
least 60% oﬀ
SierraTradingPost.com/BargainBarn
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C. (27)
03

A. (03)
B. (03)

A. SAVE $10.05 (34%)
2(x)IST 3-Pack Jersey T-Shirts (Men) Combed,

ring-spun cotton with a crew neck. Closeouts. Imported.
Color: (03)white, (27)black
Size: S(34-36) M(38-40) L(42-44) XL(46-48)
#15078
3-Pack
Reg. $29.00
$18.95

C. SAVE $5.55 (34%)
2(x)IST Cotton Square-Cut Tank (Men)

Taking purely functional undergarments into fashion status,
this ultrasoft cotton tank top is square-cut for superior
comfort and freedom of movement. Closeouts. Thailand.
Color: (03)white, (27)black/S L
Size: S(34-36) M(38-40) L(42-44) XL(46-48)
#1090M
Reg. $16.00
$10.45

B. SAVE $10.05 (34%)
2(x)IST 3-Pack Jersey V-Neck T-Shirts (Men)

Preferred skivvies of the rich and famous, and made
of combed, ring-spun cotton for a soft, supportive feel
and ﬁt. Closeouts. Thailand or India.
Color: (03)white, (27)black
Size: M(38-40) L(42-44) XL(46-48)
#15650
3-Pack
Reg. $29.00
$18.95

D.

D. E. SAVE $3.50+ (35%+)
2(x)IST No-Show Ring-Spun Cotton Trunks
and Briefs (Men) A trim, no-show silhouette stays hidden
when wearing low-rise jeans. Finely combed, ring-spun
cotton is blended with spandex for ﬁt. Closeouts.. Thailand.
D. Trunks have rib-knit leg bands, a closed contour pouch,
and logo elastic waistband with plush facing.
Color: (06)white
Size: S(28-30) M(31-33) L(34-36) XL(37-39)
#1604J
Trunks
Reg. $19.00
$10.95
E. Briefs
Color: (03)white, (27)black
Size: S(30-32) M(34-36) L(38-40) XL(42-44)
#93691
Briefs
Reg. $10.00
$6.50

E. (03)

F. (03)

F. G. SAVE $6.75+ (35%+)
2(x)IST Fine Cotton Underwear (Men)

G. (03)

Fine underwear made of combed, ring-spun cotton for
a soft, supportive feel and ﬁt. Closeouts. Thailand or
Bangladesh. Color: (03)white, (27)black
F. Boxer Briefs - 1-Pack
Size: S(30-32) M(34-36) L(38-40) XL(37-39)
#93869
Boxer Briefs (1)
Reg. $19.00
$10.95
G. Briefs - 3-Pack Size (even waist): 32-38
#93868
Briefs (3)
Reg. $19.00
$12.25
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D.
A.
C.

B.

A. B. C. D. SAVE $90.05+ (52%+)
HIGH SIERRA Wheeled Duﬀels and Backpack

What separates these duﬀels from the pack is their
ingenious use of space—lots of it—plus straps for
last-minute lash-ons and generous, end-pocket-accessible
stuﬀ sacks for laundry. Haul and carry handles. Polyester.
Closeouts. Color: (27)black
A. 26” Duﬀel has hidden backpack straps.
Approx. 26x13x12”. 4050 cu.in. 7 lb. 4 oz. China.
#80334
26”
Reg. $170.00
$79.95
B. 22” Backpack has detachable daypack. Backpack
(without daypack) approx. 22x13x8”. 2290 cu.in.
Daypack is approx. 14½x11x3½”. 550 cu.in. 7 lb. 6 oz. China.
#81028
22”
Reg. $200.00
$89.95
C. 30” Duﬀel approx. 30x15x14”. 6300 cu.in. 8 lb. Sri Lanka.
#81030
30”
Reg. $200.00
$89.95
D. 36” Drop-Bottom Duﬀel 36x16x14”. 8060 cu.in. 10 lb. Sri
Lanka or China.
#81031
36”
Reg. $230.00
$99.95

01

SAVE $80.05 (50%)

HIGH SIERRA Level Deluxe Tote Lots of space for

03

travel essentials, this tote has many options for organization
and a built-in, lightweight “skeleton” that helps the bag
maintain form and shape. Zip end pocket with PVC lining is
perfect for toiletries and other wet items. Deluxe organizer
with tricot-lined audio pockets. Hidden mesh water bottle
pocket. Detachable padded shoulder strap. 10x15x8”.
1200 cu.in. 3 lb. 3 oz. Ballistic nylon with Teﬂon® coating.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)black, (03)lava/graphite
#3690F
Reg. $160.00
$79.95

Stylish, durable and travel ready – Bon Voyage!

SAVE $20.05 (50%)

SAGAFORM Travel Game Set A fancy bit of stress relief for the business

traveler, this ultra-modern game set has everything needed to play seven diﬀerent
games: Tic Tac Toe, Checkers, Chinese checkers, Ludo, Play Sixes, Capture Game,
9 Men’s Morris. Three paper-thin boards are made of brushed stainless steel with
markers and rubber “feet” to stabilize on your airline tray. Faux-leather box is
1½x4x4”. Closeouts. Hong Kong.
Color: (01)black
#3839T
Reg. $40.00 $19.95
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05

04
03

08
06

SAVE $9.04 (36%)

CHICOBAG Packable
Messenger Bag A perfect addition

SAVE $15.05 (35%)

JANSPORT Big Student Backpack With a

compartment to store everything you need, this backpack is
big on space. Two main compartments oﬀer plenty of room
for books and a pair of zip front stash pockets for
accessories. Utility pocket with organizer. Padded S-curve
shoulder straps and padded back panel. Fits most torsos.
17½x13x10”. 2099.8 cu.in. 1 lb. 8 oz. Closeouts. China.
Color: (03)calypso blue duke plaid, (04)bijou blue,
(05)hamster brown
#3676G
Reg. $43.00
$27.95
01

05

to your suitcase during extended
travel, this messenger bag is ideal for
sightseeing and perusing the local
markets, and easily packs down thanks
to lightweight PET fabric construction.
Magnetic ﬂap closure. Two zip pockets.
Nylon stretch water bottle pockets.
Adjustable shoulder strap. 16x12x5”.
960 cu.in. 5.4 oz. Closeouts. China.
Color: (05)aluminum, (06)brown, (08)rust
#3625A
Reg. $24.99

$15.95

02

SAVE $18.05 (39%)

HAIKU Calligraphy Embroidered Grab Bag

(Women) The Calligraphy embroidered bag has so many
options that it’s hard to choose! Wear it over your shoulder,
or you can adjust and wear as a hip bag—simply remove the
strap for a casual clutch. Multiple pockets make stashing
items simple. Flap closure has an adjustable quick-release
buckle. Washable pebbled faux leather with sueded ﬁnish.
6½x6½x1¼”. 52.8 cu.in. 10.4 oz. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)brown, (02)bordeaux
#3793D
Reg. $46.00
$27.95

SAVE $16.05 (44%)

HAIKU Calligraphy Small Trifold Wallet

(Women) This wallet keeps your belongings safe and sound
with a multitude of pockets including a coin pocket.
Beautiful embroidery details on the ﬂap closures. Easily ﬁts
six credit cards, and has two additional storage slots.
Pebbled faux leather with sueded ﬁnish and Cordura® nylon
lining. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)black
#3793C
Reg. $36.00
$19.95

03

01

02

SAVE $48.05 (40%)

HAIKU Branch Leaf Appliqué Backpack (Women)

This unique and versatile backpack has your back when it comes
to providing a stylish mobile oﬃce that meets all of your
organizational needs. Checkpoint friendly laptop sleeve ﬁts most
15” laptops. File-sized ﬂat storage pocket. A variety of interior zip
and touch-fasten pockets. 17x12x7”. 3 lb. 4 oz. Pebbled faux-leather
fabric with a sueded ﬁnish and Cordura® nylon lining.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)green, (02)black, (03)brown
#3793G
Reg. $118.00
$69.95
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SAVE $53.05 (40%)

AUSTRALIAN BAG OUTFITTERS
Cobber Messenger Bag This timeless design has a

Cobber

rugged style that’s as adventurous as your dreams. Durable,
lightweight cotton canvas has bridle leather trim
reinforcements, antiqued brass-tone hardware and
reinforced stitching. Removable shoulder strap. 12x15x4”.
720 cu.in. 2 lb. 14 oz. Closeouts. India.
Color: (01)tan
#1104S
Reg. $130.00
$76.95

Whacka

SAVE $80.05 (47%)

AUSTRALIAN BAG OUTFITTERS Whacka
Waxed Buﬀalo Leather Duﬀel Bag Carry your

necessities in the sophisticated elegance of this tough-asnails duﬀel. Medium-sized, with interior pockets, brass-tone
hardware and water-resistant cotton canvas lining. Exterior
zip pockets, large inner pocket. Leather handles and
accents. Padded bridle leather shoulder strap is adjustable
and removable. 10x16x9”. 1440 cu.in. 3 lb. Closeouts. India.
Color: (12)tan
#83379
Reg. $170.00
$89.95

Brumby (01)

SAVE $80.05 (47%)

AUSTRALIAN BAG OUTFITTERS Brumby
Duﬀel Heavy-duty cotton canvas and high-quality bridle

leather give this duﬀel bag a reﬁned look and a durability
you can take anywhere you roam. Antiqued brass-tone
hardware. 15x22x15”. 4950 cu.in. 4 lb. 14 oz.
Closeouts. India.
Color: (01)tan, (05)black
#1104V
Reg. $170.00
$89.95

07

SAVE $45.05 (36%)

DAKINE Overhead Rolling Suitcase (Women) This rolling suitcase is

ready for your next travel adventure, featuring fantastic looking exterior fabric,
spacious luggage compartment and push-button telescopic haul handle. Zip
mesh interior compartment. Two exterior zip storage pockets. Skid guards and
wheeled base for easy transport. Grab handle. 21x13x8½”. 2300 cu.in.
6 lb. 11 oz. Polyester. Closeouts. China.
Color: (07)avenue/twill, (08)zebra
#2803D
Reg. $125.00 $79.95

02

SAVE $11.50 (46%)

BIRDIEPAL Dainty Travel Umbrella In a compact

design that takes up minimal space when packed away, this
umbrella is ready for unexpected downpours with waterrepelling, Teﬂon®-coated polyester. Length 6”, diameter 3½”.
Arc 38½”. Aluminum frame and ABS handle. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)black, (02)red
#2674F
Reg. $25.00
$13.50
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A. B. SAVE $6.05+ (34%+)
STANLEY 16 ﬂ.oz. Mugs These mugs let you enjoy your favorite hot

B.

or cold beverage anywhere, anytime. Stainless steel with a durable
rustproof ﬁnish. Double-wall construction keeps liquid hot or cold.
Vacuum insulation. Lid doubles as a cup. BPA-free. Holds 16 ﬂ.oz.
Hand wash. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)pewter, (02)gold, (03)stainless
A. Insulated Travel Mug has a 360° drink-through lid. Ht. 8”.
#3570F
Travel Mug
Reg. $17.00
$10.95
B. Vacuum Bottle ht. 9”.
#3570G
Vacuum Bottle
Reg. $25.00
$16.50

A.

Bark

SAVE $9.05+ (35%+)

EAGLE CREEK Pack-It® Folders Keep clothing organized

and wrinkle-free inside suitcase-friendly folders, each of which
include a folding board and instructions. Travel Micro-Weave
nylon exterior and Silver Lining interior are stain and water
resistant. Closeouts. Vietnam. U.S. shipments only.
15” and 18” Color: (05)bark, (06)palm
15” compresses up to seven shirts, blouses or pants. 10x16x1”.
#2084F
15”
Reg. $24.00
$14.95
18” compresses up to 12 shirts, blouses or pants. 12½x17½”.
#2084G
18”
Reg. $27.50
$17.50
20” compresses up to 15 shirts, blouses or pants. 14x20”.
Color: (06)bark, (07)palm
#2084H
20”
Reg. $30.00
$19.50

Palm

E. (02)

C. D. E. SAVE $58.00+ (40%)
EAGLE CREEK Continental Voyager Pack
and Duﬀels Whether you wheel or haul this convertible

D. (02)
C. (01)

pack and these versatile duﬀels, you’ll love their travelfriendly features. Retractable handle with push-button
release. Each bag rolls smoothly on oversized wheels. Main
compartment with lockable zippers. Water-resistant ripstop
polyester fabric. Closeouts. Vietnam. U.S. shipments only.
Color: (01)black, (02)Paciﬁc blue
C. 45L Convertible Pack has hideaway straps so the pack
can travel on your back as you explore foreign lands! Four
exterior organization pockets. Interior compression straps.
22x16x9”. 2625 cu.in. 6 lb. 3 oz.
#3132X
Convertible Pack
Reg. $200.00 $120.00
Rolling Duﬀels make traveling easier with multiple handles,
and they pack tightly with exterior compression straps.
D. 22” Duﬀel 22x14x90”. 2625 cu.in. 5 lb. 11 oz.
#3133A
22” Rolling Duﬀel
Reg. $145.00
$87.00
E. 30” Duﬀel 30x15½x11½”. 4900 cu.in. 7 lb. 7 oz.
#3132Y
30” Rolling Duﬀel
Reg. $165.00
$99.00
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11

SAVE $25.04+ (35%+)

KIMLOR Round Dog Bed Paw-proof upholstery cloth

won’t rip or tear even when dogs dig at it. Filled with
high-lofting polyester. Cotton cover zips oﬀ for easy
washing. Overstock. USA.
Color: (02)navy, (11)olive
#99930
40” Regular
Reg. $69.99
$44.95
#99890
50” Jumbo
Reg. $89.99
$54.95

01

SAVE $25.05 (50%)

02

BOW-WOW PET U.S. Army Corner Pet Bed

This ﬂuﬀy bed will have Fido snoozing in comfort, and
thanks to tough U.S. Army camo, he’s sure to feel like the
big dog on the block. 8x24x24”. 2 lb. 7 oz. Polyester shell
and ﬁlling. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)green, (02)blue, (03)pink
#3112A
Reg. $50.00
$24.95

Let them know how much you care by pampering your pet
with these cushy accessories!

SAVE $50.05 (50%)

OLLYDOG Round 50” Dog Bed Once your pooch sinks into this

ﬂuﬀy, soft bed, he’ll know you really care. Washable, sueded polyester
exterior with recycled polyester ﬁll. 50” ht. 6”, diameter 50”. 5 lb. 5 oz.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (12)camel
#1972A
Reg. $100.00
$49.95

SAVE $25.05+ (42%+)

BARKER BILT Rectangular Dog Bed Tough nylon in a robust

Small

drill weave is built to withstand claws, doggie drool and many seasons
of snoozing. Cover zips oﬀ for easy washing. Spun polyester ﬁber
batting. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)olive
Small approx. 30x23x4”, 2 lb. 13 oz.
#2686J
Small
Reg. $50.00
$24.95
Medium approx. 35x29x5”, 5 lb. 6 oz.
#2686K
Medium
Reg. $60.00
$29.95
Large approx. 42x35x6”, 6 lb. 15 oz.
#2686M Large
Reg. $70.00
$39.95

SAVE $30.05+ (40%+)

BARKER BILT Berber Dog Bed Dogs prefer the ﬂuﬀy

side up, but any way you turn it, this dog bed will last for
many seasons of snoozing—made from tough, clawresistant nylon in a robust drill weave. Cover zips oﬀ for
easy washing. Closeouts. China. Color: (01)grey/tan
Medium approx. 35x29x5”.
#2686R
Medium
Reg. $65.00
$32.95
Large approx. 42x35x6”.
#2686T
Large
Reg. $75.00
$44.95
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SAVE $50.04+ (38%+)

ABO GEAR Outback Hound Hut Portable Dog Shelter

Give your pooch solace from the sun and rain with this portable dog
shelter, featuring durable 600 denier canvas that provides UPF 50 sun
protection and can easily be cleaned with soap and water. Padded
mattress included. Folds into included stuﬀ bag. Cover secures to
powder-coated steel frame with hook-and loop-closures.
Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)taupe
Large 7x32x8½”, 13 lb.
#3292H
Large
Reg. $129.99
$79.95
Extra Large 36x33x40”, 17 lb.
#3292G
Extra Large
Reg. $149.99
$89.95

02

01

SAVE $10.00 (40%)

RUFF WEAR Stow’n Go Dog Leash Everything you
need for a leisurely stroll; just add your pup! Conveniently
sized zip case—perfect for backpacks, purses or glove
boxes—stores the leash when not in use, then fastens onto
the leash and stores pickup bags (not included) once you
head out. Leash length 5’6”, width ¾”. Storage case
4½x2½x2” (HxWxD). 22.5 cu.in. Nylon. Closeouts. Vietnam.
Color: (01)black ice, (02)sunset orange
#2061N
Reg. $24.95
$14.95

SAVE $20.00
(40%)

RUFF WEAR 4-Set Bark’n
Boots Skyliner Dog Boots

Protect tender paws from unexpected hazards like black ice,
hot sidewalks, gravelly roads, salt and chemicals with these
boots. Synthetic fabric with knit cuﬀs. Non-marking rubber
outsole. Touch-fasten straps adjust to ﬁt. Closeouts. China.
Color: (01)green
Size: 3XS(1.5”) 2XS(2”) XS(2.25”) M(2.75”) L(3”) XL(3.25”)
#3543V
4-Set
Reg. $49.95
$29.95

SAVE $11.04 (36%)

ABO GEAR Dog Tucker Traveler Food Kit Tired of lugging big

bags of dog food and noisy pans when you travel? Check out this soft side
carrier with collapsible bowls. Bag holds up to 15 lb. and includes shock
cord lacing straps and a fabric spout in the side for easy pouring.
Bag is approx. 14x6x6”, 8 oz. Bowls are approx. 7½x7½x5”, 3.4 oz. ea.
Polyester with water-resistant ripstop liner. Overstock. China.
Color: (13)red
#98155
Reg. $29.99
$18.95

SAVE $40.04 (44%)

ABO GEAR Dog Digs Medium Dog Crate Keeping up with

pets at home or abroad is much simpler (and safer for your animals)
with this lightweight, well-ventilated crate. No tools required for set up!
Removable door. Fits pets up to 35 lb. 26x17x21”, 7 lb. Polyester with
strong steel frame. Closeouts. China.
Color: (70)taupe
#1102W
Reg. $89.99
$49.95
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A. B. SAVE $326.05+ (31%)
THREE BIRDS CASUAL Victoria Premium Teak Garden Bench and Swing

There’s something invitingly serene about a garden bench or swing, and this beauty blends
right into the great outdoors with its natural-ﬁnished teak and gracefully arched back.
Closeouts. Indonesia. See Teak story on pg. 4. Items must ship UPS Ground within the
48 contiguous U.S. only. An additional $20.00 shipping fee will be charged due to the
item’s size and weight.
Color: (02)natural
A. Bench 38x48x25½” (HxWxD). 44 lb.
#3319R
Bench
Reg. $1026.00 $699.95
B. Swing includes 32’ weather-resistant rope. Weight capacity 400 lb.
26x48x25½” (HxWxD). 44 lb.
#3319T
Swing
Reg. $1157.00 $789.95
A.

B.

Enhance your curb appeal or backyard luxury
with these artesian accents.

Roof Angle

Roof Mount

SAVE $121.04+
(35%)

GOOD DIRECTIONS
Fleur de Lis Finial with
Roof Mount Handcrafted from

pure copper by skilled artisans, this
high-quality ﬂeur de lis ﬁnial will add
a sense of history and beauty to any
building or structure. Popular in
Victorian England and China, roof ﬁnials are
meant to decoratively accent the apex of a roof and deter
nesting birds. Closeouts. India.
Color: (01)blue verde
#3686C
54x18” (HxW)
Reg. $935.00 $599.95
#3686D
39x14” (HxW)
Reg. $529.99 $339.95
#3686F
27x9” (HxW)
Reg. $342.99 $221.95

58

SAVE $125.04 (35%)

GOOD DIRECTIONS Smithsonian Arrow
Weathervane with Roof Mount Evoking a simpler

way of life, the weathervane is a classic symbol of
Americana, gracing the rooftops of barns, cupolas and
gardens for centuries. Handcrafted of pure copper by skilled
artisans, the Smithsonian Arrow always points you in the
direction of the wind. Adjustable roof mount and durable
assembly rod make it easy to install. 22x33½”. Total ht. 40”.
8 lb. Closeouts. India.
Color: (01)blue verde
#3686T
Reg. $354.99 $229.95
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SAVE $171.04 (32%)

THREE BIRDS CASUAL 4’ Premium Teak Backless Bench

A walk in the garden is all the more pleasurable when you can pause to rest
on this natural wood bench. This backless bench is an elegantly simple
masterpiece in solid teak. Great for gardens, decks and patios.
17x48x17” (HxWxD). 30 lb. Closeouts. Indonesia. See Teak story on pg. 4.
Must ship UPS Ground within the 48 contiguous U.S. only. An additional
$15.00 shipping fee will be charged due to the item’s size and weight.
Color: (02)natural
#3319W
Reg. $519.99 $348.95

SAVE $410.05 (35%)

GOOD DIRECTIONS Smithsonian Eagle Weathervane

Nowhere is the spirit of America captured more dramatically than with the
eagle, and this gorgeous copper weathervane is ready to declare freedom
and justice for all from your rooftop. Fully functional. Handcrafted of pure
copper and brass by skilled artisans. Figures, directionals and Spacer balls
are made of copper and brass for beauty and longevity. Durable assembly
rod ensures years of maintenance-free enjoyment. Easy to assemble with
included roof mount. 32x41x34”. Total ht. 50”. 59 lb. Closeouts. India.
Must ship UPS Ground within the 48 contiguous U.S. only. An additional
$60.00 shipping fee will be charged due to the item’s size/weight.
Color: (01)blue verde
#3686M
Reg. $1160.00 $749.95

SAVE $284.04 (35%)

GOOD DIRECTIONS Estate Series Horse Weathervane

A stately addition to larger homes, barns, cupolas or commercial buildings,
this horse weathervane is beautifully handcrafted from copper with an
antiqued, blue verde ﬁnish. Figures, directionals and spacer balls are made
of copper for beauty and longevity. Brass assembly rod ensures years of
maintenance-free enjoyment. Easy to assemble with included roof mount.
Ht. 41½”. 23x48x3”. 16 lb. 6 oz. Closeouts. India. Must ship UPS Ground
within the 48 contiguous U.S. only. An additional $25.00 shipping fee will
be charged due to the item’s size/weight.
Color: (01)blue verde
#3686K
Reg. $803.99 $519.95
A.

B.

A. B. SAVE $70.05+ (30%+)
THREE BIRDS CASUAL Solid Teak Lounger and Serving Tray

Pool, deck and yard lounging never felt so comfortable—or looked so elegant.
Closeouts. Indonesia. See Teak story on pg. 4. Must ship UPS Ground within the
48 contiguous U.S. only.
Color: (02)natural
A. Lounger with Cushions has six backrest settings and slide-out drink trays on
both sides. Weather-, mold- and stain-resistant Sunbrella® cushions. Stainless steel
hardware. 37½x25¾x78¾”, 65 lb. An additional $30.00 shipping fee will be charged
due to the item’s size/weight.
#2586M Lounger
Reg. $1600.00 $1090.95 ea.
B. Serving Tray has side handles for carrying, and the folding legs make it easy to stow
away. 30x16½x24”. 10 lb.
#3319P
Tray
Reg. $230.00 $159.95
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Sierra HOME & GIFT

THREE BIRDS CASUAL Premium Teak
Rocking Chair Who can resist the appeal of a wooden

rocking chair in the breezy outdoors? This immensely popular
rocking chair is made from solid, natural-ﬁnished teak and is
designed for hours of gentle rocking with its high back and
comfortably contoured seat. 40¾x25¾x35” (HxWxD). 32 lb.
Closeouts. Indonesia. See Teak story on pg. 4. Must ship
UPS Ground within the 48 contiguous U.S. only. An additional
$25.00 shipping fee will be charged due to the item’s size
and weight. See teak story on pg. 4. Color: (02)natural
#3319V
Reg. $680.00 $450.95

The paper used to produce this catalog came from
well managed forests, which are third-party certified
to the standards of the Sustainable Forestry Initiative®.

Prices good through
7/5/2011

SAVE $8.05 (40%)

CREATIVE HOME Chill-It Marble Ice Cream Mixing Board Attention ice cream, frozen yogurt and sorbet

lovers! This ice cream mixing board makes it possible to personalize sweet treats at home by mixing in your fresh and
favorite additions. Mixing board is made of a nonporous marble slab that is freezer safe and has feet to reduce surface
scratches. 7/8x11x91/8”. Two aluminum spades each 8½x2½”. 5 lb. 4 oz. Hand wash. Closeouts. Taiwan. NOT dishwasher safe.
Color: (01)white
#3833F
Reg. $20.00
$11.95

SierraTradingPost.com
is now better than ever!

With a completely redesigned look and streamlined navigation,
find what you’re looking for with fewer clicks.
User-friendly new features include:
• Customizable search: Shop by size, color, brand, price and
more
• Log quick view details without leaving your current page
• Straightforward drop-down menus
• More precise product fi lters
• Enhanced image zoom
• Easy-to-compare grid view
• And much more!

Head to stp.me/new and take it for a test drive!
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